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PROJECT
LOCATION:

1700, 1710 West Olympic Boulevard, 1001, 1003, 1005, 1007, 1011, 1015, 1019, 1023, 1029
South Beacon Avenue

PROPOSED
PROJECT:

The demolition of an existing church structure and associated surface parking lot and the
construction of a 149 guest room hotel with 8,600 square feet of restaurant, cafe and banquet
space. The proposed building comprises approximately 93,890 square feet of floor area and
will be approximately 81 feet in height. The building will provide 113 parking spaces within an
at-grade level and subterranean parking garage accessed via Beacon Avenue with an exit-only
driveway into the alley behind the site. The project will export 20,000 cubic yards of dirt.

REQUESTED
ACTION:

1. Pursuant to Section 21082.1 ( c)(3) of the California Public Resource Code,
consideration of the Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) for the above referenced
project.
2. Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 11.5.6 a General Plan
Amendment to the Westlake Community Plan from Highway Oriented Commercial and
Medium Residential Land Use Designations to the Community Commercial Land Use
Designation.
3. Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.32, a Zone Change from R3 to C4 for the properties
located at 1011, 1015, 1019, 1023, 1029 South Beacon Avenue.
4. Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.32, a Height District Change from Height District 1 to
Height District 2D for a maximum Floor Area of 93,890 square feet and a maximum
height of 81 feet.
5. Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.24 W .24 a Conditional Use for a hotel located within 500
feet of a Residential Zone.
6. Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.24 W.27 a Conditional Use for a Commercial Corner
development allowing for 1) the hotel to operate 24 hours, 7 days a week, 2) the bar/cafe
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and restaurant to operate from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily, 3) tandem parking, 4) variable
landscape setback of 3.17 feet to 5.16 feet along the northerly property line in lieu of
the five feet required, and 5) no landscape setback along the perimeter of the parking
area toward the western and southern portion of the commercial site, in lieu of the five
feet required.
7. Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.24 W.1 a Conditional Use Permit for the sales and
dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption in conjunction
with a bar/cafEl and a restaurant that includes live entertainment located within a hotel.
8. Pursuant to Section 16.05 of the Municipal Code, Site Plan Review for a project which
results in an increase of 50 or more guest rooms.
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
1. Pursuant to Section 21 082.19( c)(3) of the California Public Resources Code Find that the previously
adopted Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV-2013-3835-MND) and associated Findings adequately
serve as environmental clearance for the project.
2. Approve and recommend that the City Council approve a General Plan Amendment to the Westlake
Community Plan from Highway Oriented Commercial and Medium Residential Land Use Designations
to the Community Commercial Land Use Designation.
3. Approve and recommend that the City Council approve a Zone Change from R3 to C4 for the properties
located at 1011, 1015, 1019, 1023, 1029 South Beacon Avenue.
4. Approve and recommend that the City Council approve, a Height District Change from Height District
1 to Height District 2D for a maximum Floor Area of 93,980 square feet and a maximum height of 81 feet.
5. Approve a Conditional Use for a hotel located within 500 feet of a Residential Zone.
6. Deny as Not Necessary a Conditional Use for a Commercial Corner allowing for 1) the hotel to
operate 24 hours, 7 days a week, 2) the bar/cafe and restaurant to operate from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily,
3) tandem parking, 4) variable landscape setback of 3.17 feet to 5.16 feet along the northerly property
line in lieu of the five feet required, and 5) no landscape setback along the perimeter of the parking area
toward the western and southern portion of the commercial site, in lieu of the five feet required.
7. Approve a Conditional Use Permit fqr the sales and dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverages for
on-site consumption in conjunction with a bar/cafe and a restaurant that includes live entertainment
located within a hotel.
8. Approve a Site Plan Review for a project which results in an increase of 50 or more guest rooms.

MICHAEL J. LOGRANDE
Director of Planning

Daniel Scott, Principal Planner

Blake E. Lamb, City Planner, (213) 978-1167
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PROJECT ANALYSIS
PROJECT SUMMARY

The applicant is seeking approvals for a project that involves the demolition of an existing church
structure and associated surface parking lot and the construction of a 149 guest room hotel with
8,600 square feet of restaurant, cafe and banquet space. The building will include a 4,360 square
foot banquet room, a 2,110 square foot ground floor restaurant, a 2,440 square foot bar/cafe, a
roof garden, swimming pool, and gym facilities for project guests.
The building would comprise approximately 93,890 square feet of floor area and would be
approximately 81 feet in height. The building would provide 113 parking spaces within an atgrade level and subterranean parking garage accessed via Beacon Avenue with an exit-only
driveway into the alley behind the site. The project proposes a porte-cochere which extends along
Beacon Avenue for approximately 73% of the project's frontage; the porte-cochere is accessed
by a proposed two lane driveway approximately 35 feet in width. A second driveway at the
western portion of the site provides an entrance and exit lane and is approximately 40 feet in
width. Finally, an exit only driveway is located along the alley, and is approximately 18 feet in
width. The ground floor parking area contains 12 short term bicycle parking spaces and 12 long
term bicycle parking spaces.
The project proposes the restaurant and bar/cafe uses to be located along Olympic Boulevard,
with pedestrian access into the restaurant available from Olympic Boulevard. The entrance into
the hotel lobby is proposed via the porte-cochere.
Project Density
The project is a hotel development requesting a C4 zone, which permits the R4 density of one
guest room per each 200 square feet of lot area. Based on the lot size and the approval of the
proposed Zone Change, a total of 214 guest rooms could be constructed; the project proposes a
total of 149 guest rooms.
Automobile Parking
Parking is provided within the building in one subterranean level and one ground level. Because
the site is located within a State Enterprise Zone, the Project may utilize a lower parking ratio per
Section 12.21A4(x)(3) for the commercial portions of the Project. The intent of this standard was
to allow a lower amount of parking for commercial office, business, retail, restaurant, bar and
related uses, trade schools, or research and development buildings thus increasing the buildable
area of the parcel which is critical in older areas of the City where parcels are small. Based on
this requirement, the applicant is to provide 37 parking spaces for the cafe, restaurant and
banquet room. The project is required to provide 75 parking spaces for the guest rooms, for a
total of 112 parking spaces. The project proposes 113 parking spaces.
Bicycle Parking
Twenty-four bicycle parking spaces pursuant to the City's Bicycle Ordinance (No. 182,386) will
be provided: 12 for long-term use and 12 fo r short-term use. Also, the Bicycle Ordinance would
allow for a further reduction in parking.

Requested Actions
General Plan Amendment, Zone Change, Height District Change
The applicant is requesting a General Plan Amendment to the Westlake Community Plan from
Highway Oriented Commercial and Medium Residential Land Use Designations to the Community
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Commercial Land Use Designation for the entire site. The applicant is requesting a Zone Change
from R3 to C4 for the properties located at 1011, 1015, 1019, 1023, 1029 South Beacon Avenue.
The applicant is requesting a Height District Change from Height District 1 to Height District 2D
for a maximum Floor Area of 93,890 (a floor area ratio of 2.2:1) square feet and a maximum height
of 81 feet.
Approximately 2/3 of the site has a Medium Residential Land Use designation with a
corresponding zone of R3 which does not allow the hotel use by right. The remaining 1/3 of the
Project Site lies within the Highway Oriented Commercial Land Use designation with a
corresponding zone of C4-1. While these commercial zoned parcels are permitted to have a hotel
use, the General Plan Land Use Designation of Highway Oriented Commercial contains a
footnote in the Westlake Community Plan that restricts development on these sites to Height
District 1, which would allow a maximum floor area ratio (FAR) of 1.5:1, or 64,275 square feet for
the subject parcel. The height is unlimited.
In order to permit the hotel use on the residentially designated parcels, as well as to allow for a
greater floor area on the commercially designated parcels, the project is requesting a Community
Commercial Land Use designation for all parcels with a corresponding zone of C4-1. The
Westlake Community Plan allows for sites with a Community Commercial Land Use designation
to be built up to Height District 2, which allows for a maximum floor area ratio of 6:1 and unlimited
height. The C4 zone is a corresponding zone with the Community Commercial Land Use and
would allow the hotel use on the entire site.
Conditional Use - Hotel within 500 feet of a residential zone
A Conditional Use entitlement was requested pursuant to Section 12.24 W 24.(a) of the Los
Angeles Municipal Code to permit hotel use within 500 feet of a residentially zoned area. Hotels
are permitted by right in commercial zones if they are not located within 500 feet of an A or R
zone. Otherwise, a Conditional Use permit is required. The project proposes a zoning designation
of C4 which does allow hotel uses however the site is located within 500 feet of R3 zoning.
Therefore, a Conditional Use is required.
Conditional Use - Alcohol
The Project proposes the on-site sale of alcoholic beverages as an incidental business in a 2,110
square foot ground floor restaurant, and a 2,440 square foot bar/cafe accessory to the operation
of the hotel.
Conditional Use - Commercial Corner
The applicant is requesting a Conditional Use for a Commercial Corner allowing for 1) the hotel
to operate 24 hours, 7 days a week, 2) the bar/cafe and restaurant to operate from 6 a.m. to 10
p.m. daily, 3) tandem parking, 4) variable landscape setback of 3.17 feet to 5.16 feet along the
northerly property line in lieu of the five feet required, and 5) no landscape setback along the
perimeter of the parking area toward the western and southern portion of the commercial site, in
lieu of the five feet required.

A Commercial Corner is defined as any commercially zoned corner lot located in a C or M zone
in Height District Nos. 1, 1-L, 1-VL, or 1-XL, the lot line of which is adjacent to residential uses. If
a project is proposed which would develop a commercial use in such a zone and adjacent to
residential uses, then that development must adhere to a series of specialized development
regulations, including landscaping, lighting, height, parking and others. If the project cannot meet
the regulations, then they must file a Conditional Use Permit.
The proposed project has requested a Conditional Use Permit as they do not meet several of the
development regulations for Commercial Corner developments. However, upon further review of
the Commercial Corner definition, the proposed project is not considered a Commercial Corner
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should the Height District request of 2D be granted, as recommended. Therefore, the Conditional
Use for Commercial Corner is recommended to be denied as not necessary.
Site Plan Review
The Applicant is requesting a Site Plan Review approval given that the development project will
create an increase of 50 or more dwelling units. The project proposes construction of a 149 guest
room hotel with a 4,360 square foot banquet room, a 2,110 square foot ground floor restaurant, a
2,440 square foot bar/cafe, a roof garden, swimming pool, and gym facilities for project guests.
BACKGROUND
The proposed Project Site is located within the Westlake Community Plan area. The Westlake
Community Plan was adopted on March 21, 1989 by City Council. The site currently consists of
11 separate lots. A church structure and associated surface parking lot are located on all 11 lots.
The site has zone designations of R3-1 and C4-1, with General Plan Land Use Designations of
Highway Oriented Commercial and Medium Residential. The commercially zoned parcels are
permitted to be developed with C4 uses, with an FAR of 1.5:1 and an unlimited height. The
residentially zoned parcels are permitted to be developed with multi-family residential units, at an
FAR of 3:1 and a 45 foot height limit.
Description of the Property
The site currently consists of 11 separate lots. A church structure and associated surface parking
lot are located on all 11 lots. Improvements on the site include a church building with an attached
temporary, tent like structure, surface parking, trees and landscaping. A solid masonry wall and
wrought iron fence surrounds the site.
Regional access to the site is provided by the Pasadena/Harbor Freeway (1-11 0/SR 11 0), which
is less than Y2 mile to the east of the site and the Santa Monica Freeway (1-10) located
approximately 1 mile to the south. These three freeways also provide access to the the Hollywood
Freeway (US- 101) to the north, Golden State/Santa Ana Freeway (1-5) to the north, and the San
Bernardino Freeway (1-1 0) and Pomona Freeway (SR-60) to the east and southeast, respectively.
Local access to the site is provided by Olympic Boulevard, Beacon Avenue, and an unnamed
alley. Olympic Boulevard is a designated Major Highway Class II. Beacon Avenue is a
designated local street.
Surrounding Zones and Uses
Development in the area is designed in a variety of architectural styles, with diverse uses, building
heights, and land use density. Surrounding lots to the north are zoned C4-1. The Curacao
Building is across Olympic Boulevard to the north and contains an office building, stores, and a
restaurant. It is approximately 10 stories in height and was built in the 1970s. The lot to the south
is zoned R3-1 and developed with a 3-story, multi-family building in the Pice-Union Historic
Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ). The building is "non-contributing" to the District because it
was constructed outside the historic period of development of the Pice-Union HPOZ and therefore
his not historically significant. The proposed site is on the northern boundary of the Pice-Union
HPOZ. To the west of the Project Site, across an alley, is an approximately six-story commercial
building and associated two-level decked parking structure in the C4-1 and [Q]C1.5-1 zone. To
the east of the site, across Beacon Avenue, the lots are zoned C4-1 and R3-1. Several lots are
developed with a 3- to 4- story office building and associated surface parking lot. Two other lots
are developed with residential land uses, and are located in the Pice-Union HPOZ. Of these two
lots, one lot contains a Contributing Structure in the Pice-Union HPOZ.
Streets and Circulation
Olympic Boulevard: Adjoining the property to the north is a Major Highway- Class II required to
have a right of way of 104 feet and a half width equal to 52 feet. As recommended, the project is
required to dedicate an additional 2 feet of land to complete the 52 foot half width.
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Beacon Avenue: Adjoining the property to the east is a Local Street required to have a right of
way of 60 feet and a half width equal to 30 feet. As currently configured, the site provides the
required half width roadway.
Unnamed Alley: Adjoining the property to the west is an alley required to have a right of way of
20 feet and a half width equal to 10 feet. As recommended, the project is required to dedicate an
additional 2.5 feet of land to complete the 10 foot half width.
Relevant Cases
CPC-2001-5912-ICO. Ordinance 174609: Effective May 3, 2002 this Ordinance established an
Interim Control Ordinance which prohibited demolition and a majority of rehabilitations for projects
within the then proposed Pice-Union HPOZ. The HPOZ was subsequently adopted by City
Council and the Interim Control Ordinance expired. The subject Project Site was ultimately not
included in the HPOZ boundaries.

ZA-97-0266-CUZ-YV: On July 2, 1997 the Zoning Administrator approved a conditional use to
permit the construction, use and maintenance of a church in a temporary structure and associated
day care center in a modular structure located in the R3-1 zoned portion of the site. The Zoning
Administrator also approved several area and yard Variances associated with the church.
CPC-1986-605-GPC, Ordinance 164625:
Westlake Community Plan Update.

On March 21, 1989 the City Council adopted the

Previous Covenants
Covenant and Agreement regarding off-street parking: On June 26, 2001 the owner of the Project
Site entered into a Covenant and Agreement with the property owner of 1630 West Olympic
Boulevard. The agreement covenanted 30 parking spaces at the Project Site for use by the
building at 1630 West Olympic. However, on March 15, 2013 this Covenant and Agreement was
terminated with the approval of the Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety. Building and
Safety found that the covenanted parking spaces were not required per the LAMC, and that the
building at 1630 West Olympic had its code required parking at another location. Therefore, the
covenant was not necessary.

ISSUES
Urban Design Studio
The design of the project has evolved since it was initially filed. On September 2, 2014, the
Planning Department's Professional Volunteer Program (PVP) reviewed the original design of the
project. PVP Comments included overarching concerns regarding the project design, especially
the architectural context. The PVP felt the project was in an excellent location as it is less than a
mile from LA Live. Given this adjacency, but also its location within the Westlake Community
Plan at the northern boundary of the Pice-Union HPOZ, and along a very diverse commercial
corridor, the group felt this project could be improved so that its design could more positively
impact the neighborhood. Specifically the comments included creating a lobby presence on
Olympic, reducing the size of the porte-cochere, altering the massing for more height on Olympic,
looking to neighborhood context to inspire the architectural design.

After these comments were relayed to the project team, they presented a series of redesigned
plans to Planning Department Staff. The redesigned plans incorporated the restaurant entrance
on Olympic Boulevard, reduced the porte-cochere width from 31anes to 21anes, and changed the
architectural style and materials of the project.
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Walkability Checklist
The proposed project of a new hotel located within Y:z mile of LA Live and within 1 mile of the Los
Angeles Convention Center, is an appropriate location. It is located on Olympic Boulevard which
is a commercial corridor that contains a variety of land uses, densities, and architectural styles.
The design of the project has evolved since it was initially designed. Several positive changes
have been made to improve the project. However, as proposed it does not meet several of the
Walkability Checklist Objectives. As conditioned, the project will conform to the Objectives. As
proposed the project provides a pedestrian entrance to the restaurant on Olympic Boulevard;
however, the entrance to the lobby of the hotel is via the porte-cochere along Beacon Avenue.
As the Walkability Checklist emphasizes designing the primary entrance into the building to be
visible and directly accessible from the street and sidewalk, the project is conditioned to include
a lobby entrance on Olympic Boulevard in addition to the entrance into the restaurant.
The incorporation of a porte-cochere is important to this hotel project for vehicle drop-off and
circulation. However, as designed, the porte-cochere does not meet several of the Objectives of
the Walkability Checklist. The porte-cochere does not help create or provide continuity of a
"strong street wall" along Beacon Avenue. Access points into and out of the porte-cochere are
very wide, which reduces pedestrian orientation and increases vehicular I pedestrian conflicts.
As conditioned, the porte-cochere will be redesigned to utilize architectural features to provide
continuity at the street wall. The conditions require the driveway widths to be reduced - two
driveways will be provided, with one lane into the site and one lane exiting the site. The
landscaped buffer strip along the edge of the porte-cochere will be enhanced with planting and
landscape that is tall enough to screen headlights and to better differentiate the public pedestrian
zone from the private porte-cochere. With a redesigned porte-cochere, the project's building
elements will enhance the comfort and security of pedestrians and will create compatibility
between the building, street, and neighborhood.
The upper floors of the building are designed with architectural elements that provide a compatible
fagade rhythm and creates a visual interest. The upper floors incorporate different textures,
colors, and materials. However, that fagade rhythm and architectural vocabulary is interrupted at
the ground floor. The Olympic Boulevard ground floor is almost entirely fenestration. While this
provides excellent transparency, it does not present a fagade that provides a sense of scale. As
conditioned, the ground floor of the fagade which abuts Olympic Boulevard and Beacon Avenue
will be designed to incorporate the architectural rhythm and elements of the upper floors to better
define the fagade. With the incorporation of the conditions described above, the proposed hotel
will meet the objectives of the Walkability Checklist.

Commercial Citywide Design Guidelines
The proposed hotel is also subject to the Commercial Citywide Design Guidelines, which provide
performance goals for new developments. These Guidelines are more specific than the
Walkability Checklist and provide specific guidance; as conditioned, the project will achieve a
significant number of these Guidelines. The incorporation of these Guidelines will achieve
improvement to the design of the porte-cochere, reduction of the driveway width, the building
entrances including a lobby on Olympic Boulevard, and the building fagade design. A full analysis
of the Commercial Citywide Design Guidelines can be found in the Site Plan Review Findings.

CONCLUSION
Based on the information submitted, public input including the public hearing, the conditioned
project's compliance with the Westlake Community Plan, and mandatory findings for the
requested entitlements, the Department of City Planning recommends that the City Planning
Commission approve the project as recommended. Not only is the project consistent with the
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Westlake Community Plan, as conditioned, it fulfills several of the Community Plan's Goals and
objectives. The Project would be consistent with all Elements of the General Plan, meet the goals
of the Westlake Community Plan and will meet the standards and guidelines of the Walkability
Checklist and the Commercial Design Guidelines. By redesigning the project as recommended,
the new hotel will redevelop an underutilized lot with a well-designed, pedestrian oriented building.
The building will be compatible with and will enhance the surrounding community, only as
conditioned. It will provide a sense of place to this neighborhood while also activating a
commercial corridor with new pedestrian activity in a location with direct connections to greater
Downtown Los Angeles.
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(Q) QUALIFIED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Pursuant to Section 12.32 G of the Municipal Code, the following limitations are hereby imposed
upon the use of the subject property, subject to the "Q" Qualified classification.

A. Entitlement Conditions
1. Site Plan. The use and development of the property shall be in substantial conformance
with the Plot plan and elevations marked Exhibit A, and attached to the administrative
file. Prior to the issuance of building permits, revised, detailed development plans that
show compliance with all conditions of approval, including complete landscape and
irrigation plans, shall be submitted to the Department of City Planning Department for
review.
2. Use. Use of the subject property shall be limited to the use and area provisions of the C42D zone; hotel and commercial uses shall be permitted.
3. Height. The building shall be limited to a height of 81 feet, as defined by Los Angeles
Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 12.03, as depicted on Exhibit A. The lowest elevation
within 5 feet of the building shall be indicated on the plans for the purpose of measurement
of building height. Any structures on the roof, such as air condition units and other
equipment, shall be fully screened from view of any abutting properties.
4. Floor Area Ratio (FAR). The project FAR shall not exceed 2.2:1 or 93,890 square feet.
The site shall be limited to 8,600 square feet of banquet, restaurant, and bar/cafe uses,
as defined by Section 12.03 of the LAMC.
5. Parking. Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.21A4(x)(3) the Project need not provide more than
37 commercial parking spaces, or two parking spaces for every one thousand square feet
of combined gross floor area of commercial use. Parking for hotel units and apartment
units shall be provided subject to LAMC Section 12.21.A4 and need not be more than
112 spaces.
6. Residential Density.
property.

Not more than 149 guest rooms may be constructed on the

7. Landscape Plan. All open areas not used for buildings, driveways, parking areas,
recreational facilities or walks shall be attractively landscaped and maintained in
accordance with a landscape plan, including an automatic irrigation plan, prepared by a
licensed landscape architect to the satisfaction of the Department of City Planning
Department.
·
8. Window Transparency. A note shall be added to the Project Elevations to indicate that
all ground floor windows shall be comprised of non-reflective, transparent glass.
9. Loading. The plans shall provide a loading space in compliance with LAMC Section 12.21
C.6. The loading area shall be secured by gates, fencing, or other appropriate security
measures and it shall be maintained free of any trash or debris for the life of the Project.
10. The property lines shall be added to sheets A-5, A-6, A-7, A-8, and A-9.
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11. Driveways. The total amount of driveway width along Beacon Avenue shall be limited to
28 feet. This may be configured as one driveway of 28 feet or as two driveways of 14 feet
each.
12. Encroachments. Any encroachments into or above the public right of way shall be only
as permitted by Building and Safety and the Bureau of Engineering.
13. Lobby. A second lobby entrance shall be located on Olympic Boulevard with direct
access onto the sidewalk, not from the porte-cochere. This lobby entrance shall be
designed to provide a harmonious proportional relationship to the overall size and scale
of the building.
14. Ground Floor. The ground floor of the fa9ade which abuts Olympic Boulevard and
Beacon Avenue shall be designed to incorporate the architectural rhythm and elements of
the upper floors to better define the fa9ade. In particular the Olympic Boulevard ground
floor fa9ade shall apply vertical breaks and a more pedestrian-scaled storefront to create
a consistent rhythm.

15. Porte-Cochere.
a. The porte-cochere shall be redesigned to utilize architectural features to provide
continuity at the street wall.
b. The landscaped buffer strip along the edge of the porte-cochere shall be enhanced
with planting and landscape that is tall enough to screen headlights.
c. The pedestrian access into the porte-cochere shall be designed to create an "outdoor
room" that can include seating, landscaping, water feature, or similar elements.
d. The porte-cochere shall utilize entry treatments such as stamped or colored concrete,
special planting, or signage to enhance the porte-cochere entry for vehicles and
pedestrians.
16. Roof. The project shall maintain a varied roof line consisting of sloping roofs and
modulated building heights as depicted in Exhibit A.
17. Fence. The fence located at the southern property line shall incorporate a change in
material and texture every 20 feet on both sides. The fence shall also incorporate
landscaping as noted on the plans.
18. Building Materials. A note shall be added to the Project Elevations to indicate that the
corrugated metal materials incorporated into the design shall be of a non-reflective
material.
19. Ground Level Pedestrian Access. The doors for pedestrian access along Olympic
Boulevard shall remain open during business hours. For the lobby entrance, this shall be
24 hours per day. For the restaurant entrance, this shall be the operating hours of the
restaurant, which is 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

B. Environmental Conditions
20. Aesthetics (Landscape Plan). All open areas not used for buildings, driveways, parking
areas, recreational facilities or walks shall be attractively landscaped and maintained in
accordance with a landscape plan and an automatic irrigation plan, prepared by a
Landscape Practitioner (Sec. 12.40-D) and to the satisfaction of the decision maker.
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21. Aesthetics (Vandalism)
a. Every building, structure, or portion thereof, shall be maintained in a safe and sanitary
condition and good repair, and free from, debris, rubbish, garbage, trash, overgrown
vegetation or other similar material, pursuant to Municipal Code Section 91.8104.
b. The exterior of all buildings and fences shall be free from graffiti when such graffiti is
visible from a street or alley, pursuant to Municipal Code Section 91.8104.15.
22. Aesthetics (Signage on Construction Barriers)
a. The applicant shall affix or paint a plainly visible sign, on publically accessible portions
of the construction barriers, with the following language: "POST NO BILLS".
b. Such language shall appear at intervals of no less than 25 feet along the length of the
publically accessible portions of the barrier.
c. The applicant shall be responsible for maintaining the visibility of the required signage
and for maintaining the construction barrier free and clear of any unauthorized signs
within 48 hours of occurrence.
23. Aesthetics (Light). Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, such
that the light source cannot be seen from adjacent residential properties or the public rightof-way, nor from above.
24. Aesthetics {Glare). The exterior of the proposed structure shall be constructed of
materials such as, but not limited to, high-performance and/or non-reflective tinted glass
(no mirror-like tints or films) and pre-cast concrete or fabricated wall surfaces to minimize
glare and reflected heat.
25. Ventilation Intake I Exhausts. Ventilation intakes/exhausts shall be located to minimize
adverse effects on pedestrian comfort along the sidewalk and the adjacent residential
building. Vents shall be located more than 20' vertically and horizontally from a sidewalk
and shall direct the air flow away from the public realm. Vents shall not be located on the
southern fagade of the building next to the adjacent residential use.

26. Air Pollution (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities)
a. All unpaved demolition and construction areas shall be wetted at least twice daily
during excavation and construction, and temporary dust covers shall be used to reduce
dust emissions and meet SCAQMD District Rule 403. Wetting could reduce fugitive
dust by as much as 50 percent.
b. The construction area shall be kept sufficiently dampened to control dust caused by
grading and hauling, and at all times provide reasonable control of dust caused by
wind.
c. All clearing, earth moving, or excavation activities shall be discontinued during periods
of high winds (i.e., greater than 15 mph), so as to prevent excessive amounts of dust.
d. All dirt/soil loads shall be secured by trimming, watering or other appropriate means to
prevent spillage and dust.
e. All dirt/soil materials transported off-site shall be either sufficiently watered or securely
covered to prevent excessive amount of dust.
f. General contractors shall maintain and operate construction equipment so as to
minimize exhaust emissions.
g. Trucks having no current hauling activity shall not idle but be turned off.
27. Tree Preservation (Grading Activities). "Orange fencing" or other similarly highly visible
barrier shall be installed outside of the drip line of locally protected and significant (truck
diameter of 8 inches or greater) non-protected trees, or as may be recommended by the
Tree Expert. The barrier shall be maintained throughout the grading phase, and shall not
be removed until the completion and cessation of all grading activities.
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28. Tree Removal (Non-Protected Trees)
a. Prior to the issuance of any permit, a plot plan shall be prepared indicating the location,
size, type, and general condition of all existing trees on the site and within the adjacent
public right(s)-of-way.
b. All significant (8-inch or greater trunk diameter, or cumulative trunk diameter if multitrunked, as measured 54 inches above the ground) non-protected trees on the site
proposed for removal shall be replaced at a 1:1 ratio with a minimum 24-inch box tree.
Net, new trees, located within the parkway of the adjacent public right(s)-of-way, may
be counted toward replacement tree requirements.
c. Removal or planting of any tree in the public right-of-way requires approval of the
Board of Public Works. Contact Urban Forestry Division at: 213-847-3077. All trees in
the public right-of-way shall be provided per the current standards of the Urban
Forestry Division the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Street Services.
29. Tree Removal (Public Right-of-Way)
a. Removal of trees in the public right-of-way requires approval by the Board of Public
Works.
b. The required Tree Report shall include the location, size, type, and condition of all
existing trees in the adjacent public right-of-way and shall be submitted for review and
approval by the Urban Forestry Division of the Bureau of Street Services, Department
of Public Works (213-847-3077).
c. The plan shall contain measures recommended by the tree expert for the preservation
of as many trees as possible. Mitigation measures such as replacement by a minimum
of 24-inch box trees in the parkway and on the site, on a 1:1 basis, shall be required
for the unavoidable loss of significant (8-inch or greater trunk diameter, or cumulative
trunk diameter if multi-trunked, as measured 54 inches above the ground) trees in the
public right-of-way.
d. All trees in the public right-of-way shall be provided per the current Urban Forestry
Division standards.
30. Cultural Resources (Archaeological). If any archaeological materials are encountered
during the course of project development, all further development activity shall halt and:
a. The services of an archaeologist shall then be secured by contacting the South Central
Coastal Information Center (657-278-5395) located at California State University
Fullerton, or a member of the Society of Professional Archaeologist (SOPA) or a
SOPA-qualified archaeologist, who shall assess the discovered material(s) and
prepare a survey, study or report evaluating the impact.
b. The archaeologist's survey, study or report shall contain a recommendation(s), if
necessary, for the preservation, conservation, or relocation of the resource.
c. The applicant shall comply with the recommendations of the evaluating archaeologist,
as contained in the survey, study or report.
d. Project development activities may resume once copies of the archaeological survey,
study or report are submitted to: SCCIC Department of Anthropology, McCarthy Hall
477, CSU Fullerton, 800 North State College Boulevard, Fullerton, CA 92834.
e. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall submit a letter to the
case file indicating what, if any, archaeological reports have been submitted, or a
statement indicating that no material was discovered·.
f. A covenant and agreement binding the applicant to this condition shall be recorded
prior to issuance of a grading permit.
31. Cultural Resources (Paleontological). If any paleontological materials are encountered
during the course of project development, all further development activities shall halt and:
a. The services of a paleontologist shall then be secured by contacting the Center for
Public Paleontology - USC, UCLA, California State University Los Angeles, California
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State University Long Beach, or the Los Angeles County Natural History Museum who shall assess the discovered material(s) and prepare a survey, study or report
evaluating the impact.
The paleontologist's survey, study or report shall contain a recommendation(s), if
necessary, for the preservation, conservation, or relocation of the resource.
The applicant shall comply with the recommendations of the evaluating paleontologist,
as contained in the survey, study or report.
Project development activities may resume once copies of the paleontological survey,
study or report are submitted to the Los Angeles County Natural History Museum.
Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall submit a letter to the
case file indicating what, if any, paleontological reports have been submitted, or a
statement indicating that no material was discovered.
A covenant and agreement binding the applicant to this condition shall be recorded
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

32. Cultural Resources (Human Remains). In the event that human remains are discovered
during excavation activities, the following procedure shall be observed:
a. Stop immediately and contact the County Coroner: 1104 N. Mission Road, Los
Angeles, CA 90033. 323-343-0512 (8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday) or 323343-0714 (After Hours, Saturday, Sunday, and Holidays)
b. The coroner has two working days to examine human remains after being notified by
the responsible person. If the remains are Native American, the Coroner has 24 hours
to notify the Native American Heritage Commission.
c. The Native American Heritage Commission will immediately notify the person it
believes to be the most likely descendent of the deceased Native American.
d. The most likely descendent has 48 hours to make recommendations to the owrier, or
representative, for the treatment or disposition, with proper dignity, of the human
remains and grave goods.
e. If the descendent does not make recommendations within 48 hours the owner shall
reinter the remains in an area of the property secure from further disturbance, or;
f. If the owner does not accept the descendant's recommendations, the owner or the
descendent may request mediation by the Native American Heritage Commission.
g. Discuss and confer means the meaningful and timely discussion careful consideration
of the views of each party.
33. Seismic. The design and construction of the project shall conform to the California
Building Code seismic standards as approved by the Department of Building and Safety.
34. Erosion/Grading/Short-Term Construction Impacts
a. The applicant shall provide a staked signage at the site with a minimum of 3-inch
lettering containing contact information for the Senior Street Use Inspector
(Department of Public Works), the Senior Grading Inspector (LADBS) and the hauling
or general contractor.
b. Chapter IX, Division 70 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code addresses grading,
excavations, and fills. All grading activities require grading permits from the
Department of Building and Safety. Additional provisions are required for grading
activities within Hillside areas. The application of BMPs includes but is not limited to
the following mitigation measures:
c. Excavation and grading activities shall be scheduled during dry weather periods. If
grading occurs during the rainy season (October 15 through April 1), diversion dikes
shall be constructed to channel runoff around the site. Channels shall be lined with
grass or roughened pavement to reduce runoff velocity.
d. Stockpiles, excavated, and exposed soil shall be covered with secured tarps , plastic
sheeting, erosion control fabrics, or treated with a bio-degradable soil stabilizer.
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35. Geotechnical Report
a. Prior to the issuance of grading or building permits, the applicant shall submit a
geotechnical report, prepared by a registered civil engineer or certified engineering
geologist, to the Department of Building and Safety, for review and approval. The
geotechnical report shall assess potential consequences of any soil strength loss,
estimation of settlement, lateral movement or reduction in foundation soil-bearing
capacity, and discuss mitigation measures that may include building design
consideration. Building design considerations shall include, but are not limited to:
ground stabilization, selection of appropriate foundation type and depths, selection of
appropriate structural systems to accommodate anticipated displacements or any
combination of these measures.
b. The project shall comply with the conditions contained within the Department of
Building and Safety's Geology and Soils Report Approval Letter for the proposed
project, and as it may be subsequently amended or modified.

36. Expansive Soils Area.
a. Prior to the issuance of grading or building permits, the applicant shall submit a
geotechnical report, prepared by a registered civil engineer or certified engineering
geologist, to the Department of Building and Safety, for review and approval. The
geotechnical report shall assess potential consequences of any soil expansion and
soil strength loss, estimation of settlement, lateral movement or reduction in foundation
soil-bearing capacity, and discuss mitigation measures that may include building
design consideration. Building design considerations shall include, but are not limited
to: ground stabilization, selection of appropriate foundation type and depths, selection
of appropriate structural systems to accommodate anticipated displacements or any
combination of these measures.
b. The project shall comply with the conditions contained within the Department of
Building and Safety's Geology and Soils Report Approval Letter for the proposed
project, and as it may be subsequently amended or modified.
37. Green House Gas Emissions. Only low- and non-VOC-containing paints, sealants,
adhesives, and solvents shall be utilized in the construction of the project.
38. Stormwater Pollution {Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities)
a. Sediment carries with it other work-site pollutants such as pesticides, cleaning
solvents, cement wash, asphalt, and car fluids that are toxic to sea life.
b. Leaks, drips and spills shall be cleaned up immediately to prevent contaminated soil
on paved surfaces that can be washed away into the storm drains.
c. All vehicle/equipment maintenance, repair, and washing shall be conducted away from
storm drains. All major repairs shall be conducted off-site. Drip pans or drop clothes
shall be used to catch drips and spills.
d. Pavement shall not be hosed down at material spills. Dry cleanup methods shall be
used whenever possible.
e. Dumpsters shall be covered and maintained. Uncovered dumpsters shall be placed
under a roof or be covered with tarps or plastic sheeting.
39. Increased Noise Levels {Landscape Buffer)
a. A minimum five-foot wide landscape buffer shall be planted adjacent to the residential
use.
b. A landscape plan prepared by a licensed Landscape Architect shall be submitted for
review and approval by the decision maker.

40.1ncreased Noise Levels {Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities)
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a. The project shall comply with the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance No. 144,331
and 161 ,57 4, and any subsequent ordinances, which prohibit the emission or creation
of noise beyond certain levels at adjacent uses unless technically infeasible.
b. Construction and demolition shall be restricted to the hours of 7:00 am to 6:00 pm
Monday through Friday, and 8:00am to 6:00 pm on Saturday.
c. Demolition and construction activities shall be scheduled so as to avoid operating
several pieces of equipment simultaneously, which causes high noise levels.
d. The project contractor shall use power construction equipment with state-of-the-art
noise shielding and muffling devices.
41. Increased Noise Levels (Parking Wall). A 6-foot-high solid decorative masonry wall
adjacent to residential use and/or zones shall be constructed if no such wall exists.
42. Increased Noise Levels (Parking Structure Ramps)
a. Concrete, not metal, shall be used for construction of parking ramps.
b. The interior ramps shall be textured to prevent tire squeal at turning areas.
Parking lots located adjacent to residential buildings shall have a solid decorative wall
adjacent to the residential.
43. Severe Noise Levels (Residential Fronting on Major or Secondary Highway, or
adjacent to a Freeway)
a. All exterior windows having a line of sight of a Major or Secondary Highway shall be
constructed with double-pane glass and use exterior wall construction which provides
a Sound Transmission Coefficient (STC) value of 50, as determined in accordance
with ASTM E90 and ASTM E413, or any amendment thereto.
b. The applicant, as an alternative, may retain an acoustical engineer to submit evidence,
along with the application for a building permit, any alternative means of sound
insulation sufficient to mitigate interior noise levels below a CNEL of 45 dBA in any
habitable room.
44. Public Services (Fire). The following recommendations of the Fire Department relative
to fire safety shall be incorporated into the building plans, which includes the submittal of
a plot plan for approval by the Fire Department either prior to the recordation of a final
map or the approval of a building permit. The plot plan shall include the following minimum
design features: fire lanes, where required, shall be a minimum of 20 feet in width; all
structures must be within 300 feet of an approved fi re hydrant, and entrances to any
dwelling unit or guest room shall not be more than 150 feet in distance in horizontal travel
from the edge of the roadway of an improved street or approved fire lane.
45. Public Services (Police- Demolition/Construction Sites). Fences shall be constructed
around the site to minimize trespassing, vandalism, short-cut attractions and attractive
nuisances.
46. Public Services (Construction Activity Near Schools)
a. The developer and contractors shall maintain ongoing contact with administrator of the
101h Street Elementary School. The administrative offices shall be contacted when
demolition, grading and construction activity begin on the project site so that students
and their parents will know when such activities are to occur. The developer shall
obtain school walk and bus routes to the schools from either the administrators or from
the LAUSD's Transportation Branch (213)580-2950 and guarantee that safe and
convenient pedestrian and bus routes to the school be maintained.
b. The developer shall install appropriate traffic signs around the site to ensure
pedestrian and vehicle safety.
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c. There shall be no staging or parking of construction vehicles, including vehicles to
transport workers on any of the streets adjacent to the school.
d. Due to noise impacts on the schools, no construction vehicles or haul trucks shall be
staged or idled on these streets during school hours.
47. Construction Damage Bond
a. A cash bond or security ("Bond") shall be posted in accordance with terms,
specifications, and conditions to the satisfaction of the Bureau of Engineering and shall
remain in full force and effect to guarantee that any damage incurred to the roadway
adjacent to the property, which may result from any construction activity on the site, is
properly repaired by the applicant.
b. Prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy, any damage incurred to the
roadway adjacent to the property, which may result from any construction activity on
the site, shall be properly repaired by the applicant to the satisfaction of the Bureau of
Engineering. The applicant is hereby advised to obtain all necessary permits to
facilitate this construction/repair.
48. Transportation (Haul Route)
a. The developer shall install appropriate traffic signs around the site to ensure
pedestrian and vehicle safety.
b. (Non-Hillside): Projects involving the import/export of 20,000 cubic yards or more of
dirt shall obtain haul route approval by the Department of Building and Safety.
c. All haul route hours shall be limited to off-peak hours as determined by Board of
Building and Safety Commissioners.
d. The Department of Transportation shall recommend to the Building and Safety
Commission Office the appropriate size of trucks allowed for hauling, best route of
travel, the appropriate number of flag people.
e. The Department of Building and Safety shall stagger haul trucks based upon a specific
area's capacity, as determined by the Department of Transportation, and the amount
of soil proposed to be hauled to minimize cumulative traffic and congestion impacts.
f. The applicant shall be limited to no more than two trucks at any given time within the
site's staging area.
49. Utilities (local Water Supplies • Landscaping)
a. The project shall comply with Ordinance No. 170,978 (Water Management
Ordinance), which imposes numerous water conservation measures in landscape,
installation, and maintenance (e.g, use drip irrigation and soak hoses in lieu of
sprinklers to lower the amount of water lost to evaporation and overspray, set
automatic sprinkler systems to irrigate during the early morning or evening hours to
minimize water loss due to evaporation, and water less in the cooler months and during
the rainy season).
b. In addition to the requirements of the Landscape Ordinance, the landscape plan shall
incorporate the following:
• Weather-based irrigation controller with rain shutoff
• Matched precipitation (flow) rates for sprinkler heads
• Drip/microspray/subsurface irrigation where appropriate
• Minimum irrigation system distribution uniformity of 75 percent
• Proper hydro-zoning, turf minimization and use of native/drought tolerant plan
materials
• Use of landscape contouring to minimize precipitation runoff
• A separate water meter (or submeter), flow sensor, and master valve shutoff
shall be installed for existing and expanded irrigated landscape areas totaling
5,000 sf. and greater.
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50. Utilities (Local Water Supplies ·All New Construction)
a. If conditions dictate, the Department of Water and Power may postpone new water
connections for this project until water supply capacity is adequate.
b. Install high-efficiency toilets (maximum 1.28 gpf), including dual-flush water closets,
and high-efficiency urinals (maximum 0.5 gpf), including no-flush or waterless urinals,
in all restrooms as appropriate.
c. Install restroom faucets with a maximum flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute.
d. A separate water meter (or submeter), flow sensor, and master valve shutoff shall be
installed for all landscape irrigation uses.
e. Single-pass cooling equipment shall be strictly prohibited from use. Prohibition of such
equipment shall be indicated on the building plans and incorporated into tenant lease
agreements. (Single-pass cooling refers to the use of potable water to extract heat
from process equipment, e.g. vacuum pump, ice machines, by passing the water
through equipment and discharging the heated water to the sanitary wastewater
system.)
51. Utilities (Local Water Supplies- New Residential)
a. Install no more than one showerhead per shower stall, having a flow rate no greater
than 2.0 gallons per minute.
b. Install and utilize only high-efficiency clothes washers (water factor of 6.0 or less) in
the project, if proposed to be provided in either individual units and/or in a common
laundry room(s). If such appliance is to be furnished by a tenant, this requirement shall
be incorporated into the lease agreement, and the applicant shall be responsible for
ensuring compliance.
c. Install and utilize only high-efficiency Energy Star-rated dishwashers in the project, if
proposed to be provided. If such appliance is to be furnished by a tenant, this
requirement shall be incorporated into the lease agreement, and the applicant shall be
responsible for ensuring compliance.
52. Utilities (Solid Waste Recycling)
a. (Operational) Recycling bins shall be provided at appropriate locations to promote
recycling of paper, metal, glass, and other recyclable material. These bins shall be
emptied and recycled accordingly as a part of the project's regular solid waste disposal
program.
b. (Construction/Demolition) Prior to the issuance of any demolition or construction
permit, the applicant shall provide a copy of the receipt or contract from a waste
disposal company providing services to the project, specifying recycled waste
service( s ), to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. The demolition
and construction contractor(s) shall only contract for waste disposal services with a
company that recycles demolition and/or construction-related wastes.
c. (Construction/Demolition) To facilitate on-site separation and recycling of
demolition- and construction-related wastes, the contractor(s) shall provide temporary
waste separation bins on-site during demolition and construction. These bins shall be
emptied and the contents recycled accordingly as a part of the project's regular solid
waste disposal program.
53. Utilities (Solid Waste Disposal). All waste shall be disposed of properly. Use
appropriately labeled recycling bins to recycle demolition and construction materials
including: solvents, water-based paints, vehicle fluids, broken asphalt and concrete,
bricks, metals, wood, and vegetation. Non recyclable materials/wastes shall be taken to
an appropriate landfill. Toxic wastes must be discarded at a licensed regulated disposal
site.
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Administrative Conditions of Approval
54. Final Plans. Prior to the issuance of any building permits for the Project by the
Department of Building and Safety, the applicant shall submit all final construction plans
that are awaiting issuance of a building permit by the Department of Building and Safety
for final review and approval by the Department of City Planning. All plans that are
awaiting issuance of a building permit by the Department of Building and Safety shall be
stamped by Department of City Planning staff "Final Plans". A copy of the Final Plans,
supplied by the applicant, shall be retained in the subject case file.
55. Notations on Plans. Plans submitted to the Department of Building and Safety, for the
purpose of processing a building permit application shall include all of the Conditions of
Approval herein attached as a cover sheet, and shall include any modifications or
notations required herein.
56. Approval, Verification and Submittals. Copies of any approvals, guarantees or
verification of consultations, review of approval, plans, etc., as may be required by the
subject conditions, shall be provided to the Department of City Planning prior to clearance
of any building permits, for placement in the subject file.
57. Code Compliance. Use, area, height, and yard regulations of the zone classification of
the subject property shall be complied with, except where granted conditions differ herein.
58. Department of Building and Safety. The granting of this determination by the Director
of Planning does not in any way indicate full compliance with applicable provisions of the
Los Angeles Municipal Code Chapter IX (Building Code). Any corrections and/or
modifications to plans made subsequent to this determination by a Department of
Building and Safety Plan Check Engineer that affect any part of the exterior design or
appearance of the Project as approved by the Director, and which are deemed necessary
by the Department of Building and Safety for Building Code compliance, shall require a
referral of the revised plans back to the Department of City Planning for additional review
and sign-off prior to the issuance of any permit in connection with those plans.
59. Enforcement. Compliance with these conditions and the intent of these conditions shall
be to the satisfaction of the Department of City Planning.
60. Expiration. In the event that this grant is not utilized within three years of its effective
date (the day following the last day that an appeal may be filed), the grant shall be
considered null and void. Issuance of a building permit, and the initiation of, and diligent
continuation of, construction activity shall constitute utilization for the purposes of this
grant.
61. Covenant. Prior to the issuance of any permits relative to this matter, an agreement
concerning all of the information contained in these conditions shall be recorded by the
property owner in the County Recorder's Office. The agreement shall run with the land
and shall be binding on any subsequent owners, heir, or assigns. Further, the agreement
must be submitted to the Planning Department for approval before being recorded. After
recordation, a Certified Copy bearing the Recorder's number and date must be given to
the City Planning Department for attachment to the subject file.
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62. Indemnification. The applicant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City, its
agents, officers, or employees from any claim, action, or proceeding against the City or
its agents, officers, or employees relating to or to attack, set aside, void or annul this
approval which action is brought within the applicable limitation period. The City shall
promptly notify the applicant of any claim, action, or proceeding and the City shall
cooperate fully in the defense. If the City fails to promptly notify the applicant of any claim
action or proceeding, or if the City fails to cooperate fully in the defense, the applicant
shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify, or hold harmless the City.
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"D" DEVELOPMENT CONDITIONS

Pursuant to Section 12.32 H of the Municipal Code, the following limitations are hereby imposed
upon the use of the subject property, subject to the "D" Development classification.
1. Height. The building shall be limited to a height of 81 feet, as defined by Los Angeles
Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 12.03, as depicted on Exhibit A. Any structures on the
roof, such as air conditioning units and other equipment, shall be fully screened from view
of any abutting properties.
2.

Floor Area Ratio (FAR). The project FAR shall not exceed 2.2:1 or 93,890 square feet.
The site shall be limited to 8,600 square feet of banquet, restaurant, and bar/cafe uses,
as defined by Section 12.03 of the LAMC.
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CONDITIONS FOR EFFECTUATING (T) TENTATIVE CLASSIFICATION
REMOVAL
Pursuant to Section 12.32 G of the Municipal Code,· the (T) Tentative Classification shall be
removed by the recordation of a final parcel or tract map or by posting of guarantees through the
B-permit process of the City Engineer to secure the following without expense to the City of Los
Angeles, with copies of any approval or guarantees provided to the Department of City Planning
for attachment to the subject planning case file.
1. Dedication Required:
Olympic Boulevard (Major Highway- Class II)- A 2-foot wide strip of land along the
property frontage shall be required to complete a 52-foot half right-of-way in accordance
with Major Highway- Class II standards, including a 20-foot radius property line return
at the intersection with Beacon Avenue.
Alley (South of Olympic Boulevard)- A 2.5-foot wide and variable width strip of land
along the property frontage to complete a 10-foot wide half right-of-way to alley
standards.
2. Improvements Required
Olympic Boulevard- Construct additional concrete sidewalk in the dedicated area and
repair any broken, off-grade or bad order existing concrete sidewalk. Close any unused
driveways with standard curb height and concrete sidewalk.
Beacon Avenue-Reconstruct the concrete curb and 2-foot gutter along the property
frontage. Repair any broken, off-grade or bad order existing concrete sidewalk and
landscape the parkway. Install sprinkler system in the parkway.
Alley - Construct additional concrete pavement in the dedicated area and upgrade the
alley intersection at Olympic Boulevard to City standards.
Trees- Install tree wells with root barriers and plant street trees satisfactory to the
City Engineer and the Urban Forestry Division of the Bureau of Street Services. The
applicant should contact the Urban Forestry Division for further information (213)
847-3077.
Lights- Street lighting may be required satisfactory to the Bureau of Street Lighting
(213) 847-1551.
3. Roof drainage and surface run-off from the property shall be collected and treated
at the site and drained to the streets through drain pipes constructed under the
sidewalk and through curb drains or connections to catch basins.
4. Sewer lines exist in Beacon Avenue. Facilities Charges and Bonded Sewer Fees
shall be paid prior to obtaining a building permit.
5. Sewer. An investigation by the Bureau of Engineering Central District Office Sewer
Counter may be necessary to determine the capacity of the existing public sewers
to accommodate the proposed development. Submit a request to the Central District
Office of the Bureau of Engineering at (213) 482-7050.
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6. Shoring and lateral support plans shall be submitted to the Bureau of Engineering
Excavation Counter for review and approval prior to excavating adjacent to the public
right-of-way (213) 482-7048.
7. Parking/Driveway Plan. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the applicant
shall submit a parking area and driveway plan to the Central District Office of the
Bureau of Engineering and the Department of Transportation for review and
approval.
Notice: Certificates of Occupancies for the subject property will not be issued by the City until the
construction of all the public improvements (streets, sewers, storm drains, etc.), as required
herein, are completed to the satisfaction of the City Engineer.
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL (Alcoholic Beverages)
The conditional use authorization granted herein for the sale of alcoholic beverages for on-site
consumption shall be limited to a total of two (2) licenses to permit the sale and dispensing of a
full line of alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption in: a) a proposed 2,110 square foot
restaurant and b) a 2,440 square foot bar/cafe accessory to the 149 hotel rooms upon the
following additional terms and conditions:
1. The use and development of the property shall be in substantial conformance with the plot
plan and the floor plan marked Exhibit "A", except as may be revised as a result of this
action.
2. The authorization granted herein for the on-site sale and dispensing of a full line of
alcoholic beverages is for a period of five (5) years from the effective date of this grant.
Thereafter, a new authorization to allow the on-site sale and dispensing of alcoholic
beverages will be required. The applicant is advised that he/she should allow appropriate
time for a new entitlement application to be processed and the application should be
approved prior to the expiration date of this grant in order to continue the sale of alcohol
at the restaurant and bar/cafe.
3. If at any time during the period of the grant, should documented evidence be submitted
showing continued violation(s) of any condition(s) of the grant, resulting in a disruption or
interference with the peaceful enjoyment of the adjoining and neighboring properties, the
Zoning Administrator will have the right to require the petitioner(s) to file for a plan approval
application together with the associated fees, to hold a public hearing to review the
petitioner's compliance with and the effectiveness of the conditions of the grant. The
petitioner(s) shall submit a summary and supporting documentation of how compliance
with each condition of the grant has been attained.
4. No music, sound or noise shall be emitted from the subject businesses at a level prohibited
by the noise regulations of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. Amplified recorded-music
shall not be audible beyond the area under control of the applicant, and any sound or
noise emitted that is under the control of the petitioner shall constitute a violation of Section
116.01 of the LAMC, including any loud, unnecessary or unusual noise that disturbs the
peace or quiet of any neighborhood or that causes discomfort. The establishment shall
make an effort to control any unnecessary noise made by restaurant and bar staff or any
employees contracted by the restaurant, or any noise associated with the operation of the
establishment, or equipment of the restaurant.
5. The conditions of this grant, a police permit, a copy of a business license, insurance
information and an emergency contact phone numberfor the operator and valet service(s),
if any, shall be retained on the premises at all times and be immediately produced upon
request of the Los Angeles Police Department, the Department of City Planning, State
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control or other responsible agencies. The manager
and all employees shall be knowledgeable of these Conditions.
6. Live entertainment shall be allowed pursuant to valid Cafe/Entertainment permit issued by
the Los Angeles Police Commission, and under the following conditions:
a. No promoters for live entertainment venues shall be permitted at the subject
premise. Live entertainment and/or amplified music shall be permitted indoors only
at the subject premise. Live entertainment at the establishments approved herein
shall be permitted under the operator's management and supervision.
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b. In the event that the premises are used for a private party or special event, the
business operator shall be present at all such events.
7. Prior to the issuance of any permits, the applicant for each of the two proposed venues
shall provide a detailed security plan to the Los Angeles Police Department for review and
approval. Prior to the sign off of the plans, the approved security plan shall be submitted
to the case file.
8. Within six months of the date of this determination and within six months of hire, all
personnel acting in the capacity of a manager of the premises and all personnel who serve
alcoholic beverages shall attend a Standardized Training for Alcohol Retailers (STAR)
session sponsored by the Los Angeles Police Department. All employees who serve
alcoholic beverages shall attend follow-up STAR classes every 24 months.
9. No employees, while working, shall solicit or accept any alcoholic or non-alcoholic
beverage from any customer while on the premises. No employee, while working, shall
be engaged for the specific purpose of sitting with or otherwise spending time with
customers while on the premises.
10. A minimum of one state licensed security officer, under the control of the respective
property owner or operator of the establishment, shall be provided. Security personnel
shall monitor and patrol the restaurant and bar/cafe area. Security personnel shall be on
duty during the hours of operation of the establishment and shall also be on duty thirty
minutes after closing of the establishment. The security personnel shall also patrol parking
areas serving this establishment to prevent any unusual disturbances within the Project
site and to assist and report, as necessary, to proper authorities any loitering, trespassing,
or other criminal activities in the general vicinity of the Project site.
11. Recommendations of the Fire Department relative to fire safety shall be incorporated into
all building plans, to the satisfaction of the Fire Department.
12. The Project shall include appropriate security design features for semi-public and private
spaces, which may include, but shall not be limited to: access control to buildings; security
parking facilities; walls/fences with key security; lobbies, corridors and elevators equipped
with electronic surveillance systems; well-illuminated public and semi-public space
designed with a minimum of dead space to eliminate areas of concealment; and location
of toilet facilities or building entrances in high foot traffic areas.
13. The Project shall include appropriate security design features for semi-public and private
spaces, which may include, but shall not be limited to: access control to buildings; security
parking facilities; walls/fences with key security; lobbies, corridors and elevators equipped
with electronic surveillance systems; well-illuminated public and semi-public space
designed with a minimum of dead space to eliminate areas of concealment; and location
of toilet facilities or building entrances in high foot traffic areas.
14. All graffiti on the site shall be removed or painted over in the same color as the surface to
which it is applied within 24 hours of its occurrence.
15. Within 30 days of the effective date of this grant, a covenant acknowledging and agreeing
to comply with all the terms and conditions established herein shall be recorded in the
County Recorder's Office. The agreement (standard master covenant and agreement
form CP-6770} shall run with the land and shall be binding on any subsequent owners,
heirs or assigns. The agreement with the conditions attached must be submitted to the
Development Services Center for approval before being recorded. After recordation,
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a certified copy bearing the Recorder's number and date shall be provided to the Zoning
Administrator for attachment to the subject case file.
16. The Applicant shall monitor the area under its control, in an effort to prevent the loitering
of persons about the premises.
17. There shall be a full-service kitchen for the restaurant.
18. Sales of alcohol for off-site consumption shall be prohibited.
19. The applicant shall comply with 6404.5(b) of the Labor Code, which prohibits smoking
within any place of employment. The applicant shall not possess ashtrays or other
receptacles used for the purpose of collecting trash or cigarettes/cigar butts within the
interior of the subject establishment.
Administrative Conditions of Approval

20. Final Plans. Prior to the issuance of any building permits for the Project by the Department
of Building and Safety, the applicant shall submit all final construction plans that are
awaiting issuance of a building permit by the Department of Building and Safety for final
review and approval by the Department of City Planning. All plans that are awaiting
issuance of a building permit by the Department of Building and Safety shall be stamped
by Department of City Planning staff "Final Plans". A copy of the Final Plans, supplied by
the applicant, shall be retained in the subject case file.
21. Notations on Plans. Plans submitted to the Department of Building and Safety, for the
purpose of processing a building permit application shall include all of the Conditions of
Approval herein attached as a cover sheet, and shall include any modifications or
notations required herein.
22. Approval, Verification and Submittals. Copies of any approvals, guarantees or
verification of consultations, review of approval, plans, etc., as may be required by the
subject conditions, shall be provided to the Department of City Planning prior to clearance
of any building permits, for placement in the subject file.
23. Code Compliance. Use, area, height, and yard regulations of the zone classification of
the subject property shall be complied with, except where granted conditions differ herein.
24. Department of Building and Safety. The granting of this determination by the Director
of Planning does not in any way indicate full compliance with applicable provisions of the
Los Angeles Municipal Code Chapter IX (Building Code). Any corrections and/or
modifications to plans made subsequent to this determination by a Department of
Building and Safety Plan Check Engineer that affect any part of the exterior design or
appearance of the Project as approved by the Director, and which are deemed necessary
by the Department of Building and Safety for Building Code compliance, shall require a
referral of the revised plans back to the Department of City Planning for additional review
and sign-off prior to the issuance of any permit in connection with those plans.
25. Enforcement. Compliance with these conditions and the intent of these conditions shall
be to the satisfaction of the Department of City Planning.
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26. Utilization of Concurrent Entitlement. The subject Zone/Height District Change
requires completion of all applicable Conditions of Approval herein to the satisfaction of
the Department of City Planning. The applicant/owner shall have a period of six years
from the effective date of the subject Zone/Height District Change to effectuate the terms
of the entitlements by complying with all conditions of approval.
27. Covenant. Prior to the issuance of any permits relative to this matter, an agreement
concerning all of the information contained in these conditions shall be recorded by the
property owner in the County Recorder's Office. The agreement shall run with the land
and shall be binding on any subsequent owners, heir, or assigns. Further, the agreement
must be submitted to the Planning Department for approval before being recorded. After
recordation, a Certified Copy bearing the Recorder's number and date must be given to
the City Planning Department for attachment to the subject file.
28. Indemnification. The applicant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City, its
agents, officers, or employees from any claim, action, or proceeding against the City or
its agents, officers, or employees relating to or to attack, set aside, void or annul this
approval which action is brought within the applicable limitation period. The City shall
promptly notify the applicant of any claim, action, or proceeding and the City shall
cooperate fully in the defense. If the City fails to promptly notify the applicant of any claim
action or proceeding, or if the City fails to cooperate fully in the defense, the applicant
shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify, or hold harmless the City.
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FINDINGS
General Plan/Charter Findings
1. General Plan Land Use Designation. The subject site is located within an area covered by
the Westlake Community Plan adopted on March 21, 1989. The existing Community Plan
designates the southern 2/3 of the property, 1011, 1015, 1019, 1023, 1029 South Beacon
Avenue as Medium Residential Land Use with a corresponding zone of R3. The northern 1/3
of the property, 1700, 1710 West Olympic Boulevard, and 1001, 1003, 1005, and 1007 South
Beacon Avenue is designated as Highway Oriented Commercial with a corresponding zone
of C4. The recommended General Plan Amendment would designate all properties as the
Community Commercial Land Use Designation with a corresponding zone of C4-2D. The
Zone Change request to C4 for the properties at 1011, 1015, 1019, 1023, 1029 South Beacon
Avenue, and the existing C4 zoned properties at 1700, 1710 West Olympic Boulevard, and
1001, 1003, 1005, and 1007 South Beacon Avenue would be consistent with the proposed
General Plan Land Use Designation and is in substantial conformance with the purposes,
intent and provisions of the General Plan as reflected in the adopted Community Plan.
2. General Plan Text.
Framework Element
The Citywide General Plan Framework Element is a guide for communities to implement
growth and development policies by providing a comprehensive long-range view of the City
as a whole. The Element establishes categories of land use -- Neighborhood District,
Community Center, Regional Center, Downtown Center, and Mixed-Use Boulevard -that are
broadly described by ranges of intensity/density, heights, and lists of typical uses. The
definitions reflect a range of land use possibilities found in the City's already diverse urban,
suburban, and rural land use patterns.
The subject site is located along a designated Mixed-Use Boulevard. These connect the city's
neighborhood districts and community, regional and Downtown centers. Mixed Use
development is encouraged along these boulevards, with the scale, density and height of
development compatible with the surrounding areas. Generally, different types of Mixed Use
Boulevards will fall within a range of floor area ratios from 1.5:1 up to 4.0:1 and be generally
characterized by 1- to 2-story commercial structures, up to 3- to 6-story mixed use buildings
between centers and higher buildings within centers. Mixed Use Boulevards are served by a
variety of transportation facilities.
The Citywide General Plan Framework text defines policies related to growth and includes
policies for land use, housing, urban form/neighborhood design, open space/conservation,
economic development, transportation, and infrastructure/public services. The proposed
project would be in conformance with several goals of the Framework as described below.
A. Land Use Chapter, Framework Element: Issue One: Distribution of Land Use of the
Framework Element's Land Use Chapter (Chapter Three) establishes general principles to
encourage growth and increase land use intensity around transit nodes, to create a pedestrian
oriented environment while promoting an enhanced urban experience and provide for places
of employment.
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Objective 3.4 of Issue One: Distribution of Land Use: Encourage new multi-family residential,
retail commercial, and office development in the City's neighborhood districts, community,
regional, and downtown centers as well as along primary transit corridors/boulevards, while
at the same time conserving existing neighborhoods and related districts.
Policy 3.4. 1: Conserve existing stable residential neighborhoods and lower-intensity
commercial districts and encourage the majority of new commercial and mixed-use
(integrated commercial and residential) development to be located (a) in a network of
neighborhood districts, community, regional, and downtown centers, (b) in proximity to rail
and bus transit stations and corridors, and (c) along the City's major boulevards, referred to
as districts, centers, and mixed-use boulevards, in accordance with the Framework LongRange Land Use Diagram.
Objective 3. 10: Reinforce existing and encourage the development of new regional centers
that accommodate a broad range of uses that serve, provide job opportunities, and are
accessible to the region, are compatible with adjacent land uses, and are developed to
enhance urban lifestyles.
The above objectives seek to concentrate commercial development in existing commercial
districts and in areas that are able to support such development which are in close proximity
to rail and bus transit stations. As conditioned, the Project will be designed in harmony with
the existing neighborhood and minimize impacts on neighboring properties. The Project will
incorporate measures to reduce impacts to air quality, geology, hazardous materials, noise,
and public services for the surrounding community. The character of the area includes a mix
of commercial uses, as well as high density residential uses, and the Project's recommended
density and height will be compatible with adjacent land uses.
B. Economic Development Chapter, Framework Element
Objective 7.2: Establish a balance of land uses that provides for commercial and industrial
development which meets the needs of local residents, sustains economic growth, and
assures maximum feasible environmental quality.
Objective 7. 3: Maintain and enhance the existing businesses in the city.
Objective 7. 6: Maintain a viable retail base in the city to address changing resident and
business shopping needs.
The construction of a new 149-guest room hotel, with a ground floor restaurant and bar/cafe
restaurant can help sustain economic growth and maintain a viable retail base in the city. The
site currently contains a church structure and associated parking lot. Mixed-use boulevards
typically, provide a significant number of jobs, and the Project will contribute to this. The
development of sites and structures integrating mixed use is encouraged in concert with
supporting services, recreational uses, open spaces, and amenities. The hotel is consistent
with ongoing redevelopment efforts in the community, and is located in an area well suited to
visitor-serving uses as it is located less than 11 a mile from LA Live and within 1 mile of the
Los Angeles Convention Center. The Project will also add to the Pica-Union area by providing
a use that specifically caters to the business community nearby the site. The Project supports
revitalization by developing a surface parking lot with a use that will provide an economic and
social benefit to the residential, commercial, and other types of businesses located in the area.
The proposed project will generate an additional influx of guests to the area who will likely
patronize the various retail and restaurant businesses along the Olympic Boulevard mixeduse corridor.
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Housing Element
Policy 2.1.3: Encourage mixed-use development which provides for activity and natural
surveillance after commercial business hours.

Policy 2.1.4: Enhance livability of neighborhoods by upgrading the quality of development
and improving the quality of the public realm, including streets, streetscape and landscaping
to provide shade and scale.
The Project will provide an increase in the number of hotel guest rooms in an urban setting
along with a street level restaurant that is accessible from the street as conditioned. As
conditioned, this project will activate the street by generating pedestrian activity during and
after normal commercial business hours. The conditioned development will replace a currently
under-utilized surface parking area and church structure with a building that improves the
quality of the public realm with pedestrian-scale design in an urban setting.
Objective 2. 3: Encourage the location of housing, jobs, and services in mutual proximity.
Accommodate a diversity of uses that support the needs of the City's existing and future
residents.
Policy 2.3.1: Encourage and plan for high-intensity residential and commercial development
in centers, districts, and along transit corridors, as designated in the Community Plans and
the Transportation Element of the General Plan, and provide for the spatial distribution of
development that promotes an improved quality of life by facilitating a reduction of vehicular
trips, vehicle miles traveled in order to mitigate traffic congestion, air pollution, and urban
sprawl.
Policy 2.3.3: Encourage the development of new projects that are accessible to public
transportation and services consistent with the community plans. Provide for the development
of land use patterns that emphasize pedestrian/bicycle access and use in appropriate
locations.
The Project location is well served by a large variety of transit options. The site is located
near a major transit Olympic Boulevard, which is served by Metro bus lines and Metro Rapid
Bus lines with easy access to Downtown Los Angeles. Its proximity to local and rapid public
transit routes will facilitate a reduction of vehicle trips and vehicle miles traveled, thus helping
to mitigate traffic congestion, air pollution, and urban sprawl. Also, the Project will provide for
the development of land use patterns that emphasize bicycle access and use. The proposed
project will include bike racks for the hotel, restaurant and bar/cafe uses.
Transportation Element
The Transportation Element of the General Plan guides development of a citywide
transportation system with the goal of ensuring the efficient movement of people and goods.
The Transportation Element recognizes that primary emphasis must be placed on maximizing
the efficiency of existing and proposed transportation infrastructure through advanced
transportation technology, reduction of vehicle trips, and focused growth in proximity to public
transit.

The Project will advance numerous policies contained in the Transportation Element. Chief
among them are:
Objective 3: Support development in regional centers ... major activity areas and along mixeduse boulevards.
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Policy 3. 12: Promote the enhancement of transit access to neighborhood districts, community
and regional centers, and mixed-use boulevards.
Policy 3. 13: Enhance pedestrian circulation in ... appropriate locations in regional centers and
along mixed use boulevards; promote direct pedestrian linkages between transit
portals/platforms and adjacent commercial development through facilities orientation and
design.

The Project advances these policies because it will be located within a half mile of Downtown
Los Angeles on Olympic Boulevard, a transportation corridor that provides substantial public
transit opportunities and facilities and connections to Downtown Los Angeles and beyond.
The development of the hotel, restaurant and bar/cafe would promote ground floor pedestrian
activity and circulation and would create direct pedestrian connections between the new
Project and the street, in express conformity with the Transportation Element's policies and
objectives. The proposed development contributes to the General Plan's goal to increase
development within commercial districts while enhancing the accessibility of such uses to
public transit.
Land Use Element: The Westlake Community Plan text includes the following relevant land
use goals, objectives, policies and programs:
Commercial Objective 1: To conserve and strengthen viable commercial development in
the community and to provide additional opportunities for new commercial development
and services. (page 111-3)
Commercial Objective 3: To improve the compatibility between commercial and residential
uses. (page 111-3)
Commercial Objective 4: To encourage all new large scale commercial development to
provide adequate parking and access to public transportation. (page 111-3)
Commercial Policy 1: That commercial facilities be located on existing traffic arteries and
commercial corridors. (page 111-3)
Commercial Policy 7: That new commercial development be oriented so as to facilitate
pedestrian access by locating parking to the rear of structures. (page 111-4)

The entire 11 lot project site is currently improved with a church structure and associated
surface parking lot. The site contains two different zones (R3 and C4) and two different
General Plan Land Use Designations (Medium Residential and Highway Oriented
Commercial).
The recommended General Plan Amendment would designate all
properties as the Community Commercial Land Use Designation with a corresponding
zone of C4-2D in order to permit construction of the proposed hotel.
The General Plan Amendment and Zone Change would create a logical land use pattern
adjacent to the R3 zoned lots to the south and east and the C4 zoned parcels to the west
and north. The hotel will take advantage of an underutilized site containing a defunct
church and will revitalize it with a new viable hotel use. Additionally, the hotel use, while
including a restaurant and bar/cafe, is defined as a residential land use per the LAMC.
This hotel is a hybrid between residential and commercial land uses and therefore will
make a good transition from the heavily commercial nature of Olympic Boulevard to the
multi-family character of the Pico-Union HPOZ to the south. The hotel will locate its
commercial component - the restaurant and bar/cafe - on Olympic Boulevard, and
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through the conditioned design creates a buffer to the residential building to the south. As
conditioned, the hotel will be oriented and designed so as to enhance pedestrian access
on Olympic Boulevard and Beacon Avenue.
Currently, the FAR allowed on the R3 zoned lots is 3:1, whereas the FAR allowed on the
C4 zoned lots on Olympic Boulevard is 1.5:1. The result of building to the FAR allowed
would be a smaller building on Olympic Boulevard and a larger building on the interior of
the lot on the R3 zoned lots. By amending the General Plan Land Use Designation to
Community Commercial, the property will be able to develop at an even FAR of 2.2:1.
Through the design of the hotel building, the architect has shifted more of the floor area
and height to the Olympic Boulevard frontage, essentially moving the density away from
the remainder of the residentially zoned block.

'
3. City Charter Sections 556 and 558. Section 556 of the City Charter requires that the City
Planning Commission make findings that determine whether the requested General Plan
Amendment is either in substantial conformance or is not in substantial conformance with the
purposes, intent and provisions of the General Plan. Section 558 of the City Charter
establishes the procedures for the adoption, amendment or repeal of ordinances, orders or
resolutions proposed by the City Council, City Planning Commission, or Director of Planning
or by application of the owner of the affected property if authorized by ordinance. Based on
the Findings delineated below the City Planning Commission finds that the requested General
Plan Amendment from the Highway Oriented Commercial and Medium Residential Land Use
Designation to the Community Commercial Land Use Designation is in substantial
conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions of the General Plan.
This General Plan Amendment provides for and strengthens existing opportunities for a viable
commercial development and services within an existing commercial corridor. The General
Plan Amendment increases the compatibility between a commercial corridor and residential
neighborhoods.
4. The Transportation Element of the General Plan will be not be affected by the recommended
action herein. Dedications and improvements to Olympic Boulevard, Beacon Avenue and the
adjacent alley are required as part of this action.
5. The Sewerage Facilities Element of the General Plan will not be affected by the
recommended action.
6. Street Lights. Any City required installation or upgrading of street lights is necessary to
complete the City street improvement system to as to increase night safety along the street
which adjoins the subject property.

7. Zone Change I Height District Change Findings.
Pursuant to Section 12.32 of the Municipal Code, and based on these findings, the
recommended action is deemed consistent with public necessity, convenience, general
welfare and good zoning practice.
The applicant is seeking approvals for a project that involves the demolition of an existing
church structure and associated surface parking lot and the construction of a 149 guest room
hotel with 8,600 square feet of restaurant, cafe and banquet space. The building will include
a 4,360 square foot banquet room, a restaurant, a cafe/ bar, a roof garden, swimming pool,
and gym facilities for project guests.
The entire 11 lot project site is currently improved with a church structure and associated
surface parking lot. The site contains two different zones (R3 and C4) and two different
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General Plan Land Use Designations (Medium Residential and Highway Oriented
Commercial). The recommended General Plan Amendment would designate all properties
as the Community Commercial Land Use Designation with a corresponding zone of C4-2D in
order to permit construction of the proposed hotel. Development in the area is designed in a
variety of architectural styles, with diverse uses, building heights, and land use density.
Surrounding lots to the north are zoned C4-1. The Curacao Building is across Olympic
Boulevard to the north and contains an office building, stores, and a restaurant. It is
approximately 10 stories in height and was built in the 1970s. The lot to the south is zoned
R3-1 and developed with a 3-story, Non-Contributing multi-family building in the Pico-Union
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ). The proposed site is on the northern boundary
of the Pico-Union HPOZ. To the west of the Project Site, across an alley, is an approximately
six-story commercial building and associated two-level decked parking structure in the C4-1
and [Q]C1.5-1 zone. To the east of the site, across Beacon Avenue, the lots are zoned C4-1
and R3-1. Several lots are developed with a 3- to 4- story office building and associated
surface parking lot. Two other lots are developed with residential land uses, and are located
in the Pico-Union HPOZ. Of these two lots, one lot contains a Contributing Structure in the
Pico-Union HPOZ.
The rezoning of the site to accommodate the conditioned project will be consistent with public
necessity as it will increase hotel opportunities in the Westlake Community of Los Angeles, in
close proximity to existing jobs, services, and Downtown Los Angeles. The recommended
zone change to C4-2D would be consistent with the recommended General Plan Land Use of
Community Commercial. The proposed use of the hotel is permitted by the C4 zoning
designation which is within the range of corresponding zones for the Community Commercial
Land Use Designation. As conditioned, the project will meet objectives of the Westlake
Community Plan, the LAMC, the Walkability Checklist, and the Citywide Commercial Design
Guidelines. The hotel use, a hybrid between residential and commercial land uses would
serve to increase the compatibility between the commercial nature of Olympic boulevard and
the multi-family residential uses in the Pico-Union HPOZ to the south. It would locate he
proposed restaurant and bar/cafe along the Olympic Boulevard commercial corridor. The
conditioned design of the hotel would be compatible with the neighborhood and would provide
residents a sense of place and identity within their neighborhood. The recommended Zone
Change preserves and strengthens an existing commercial corridor with a new viable hotel
business. The Project represents the creative re-use of an existing, underutilized site, near
a transit corridor. The proposed hotel would therefore be advantageous to the general welfare
of the community and good zoning practice.
Currently, the FAR allowed on the R3 zoned lots is 3:1, whereas the FAR allowed on the C4
zoned lots on Olympic Boulevard is 1.5:1. Building to the full FAR allowed would result in
smaller building on Olympic Boulevard and a larger building on the interior of the lot on the
R3 zoned lots. The recommended Height District Change from -1 to -2D will enable the
property to develop at a consistent FAR of 2.2:1. Through the design of the hotel building,
the architect has shifted more of the floor area and height to the Olympic Boulevard frontage,
essentially moving the density away from the remainder of the residentially zoned block. This
will ensure that the proposed hotel use serves as a transition from the commercial nature of
Olympic Boulevard to the multi-family residential neighborhood of Pico-Union to the south.
The recommended Height District change will be conducive to the general welfare of the
community and good zoning practice.
The requested Zone/Height District Change from R3-1 and C4-1 to C4-2D is therefore
compatible with the existing development of the community, consistent with the Westlake
Community Plan and is consistent with public necessity, convenience, general welfare and
good zoning practice. The action, as recommended, has been made contingent upon
compliance with the "Q" and "T" Conditions imposed herein. Such limitations are necessary
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to protect the best interests of and to assure a development more compatible with surrounding
properties, to secure an appropriate development in harmony with the General Plan, and to
prevent or mitigate the potential adverse environmental effects of the subject recommended
action.
Entitlement Findings
8. Conditional Use Findings - Hotel Use - Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.24 W.24 a
Conditional Use is required for a hotel use within 500 feet of a residential zone.

A. The project will enhance the built environment in the surrounding neighborhood or will
perform a function or provide a service that is essential or beneficial to the community, city
or region.
The applicant is seeking approvals for a project that involves the demolition of an existing
church structure and associated surface parking lot and the construction of a 149 guest
room hotel with 8,600 square feet of restaurant, cafe and banquet space. The building
will include a 4,360 square foot banquet room, a restaurant, a cafe/ bar, a roof garden,
swimming pool, and gym facilities for project guests.
The hotel would be appropriate in relation to the adjacent uses and will provide a service
that is beneficial to the tourist industry and businesses in the community. Although located
within 500 feet of residentially zoned property directly south of the site and to the east
across Beacon Avenue, these multi-family residences would be buffered by landscaping
along Beacon Avenue and a building setback of 27 feet from the residential building along
the southerly property line. Additionally, the proposed hotel would improve the existing
property which contains an unpermitted temporary structure and surface parking lot.
The hotel would be in an area consistent with ongoing redevelopment efforts in the
community, located in an area well suited to visitor-serving uses as it is within Yz mile of
LA Live and less than a mile from the Los Angeles Convention Center. The hotel will
capitalize on its adjacency to Downtown Los Angeles and will also create additional
business and pedestrian activity in the Pico-Union area.
B. The project's location, size, height, operations, and other significant features will be
compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties, the
surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, welfare and safety.
The proposed hotel will be compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade
adjacent uses or properties because the project will continue to fill the need for hospitality
type uses within the region and provide new jobs for the local economy. Moreover, the
project is located in a neighborhood that is adjacent to Downtown Los Angeles which
contains tourism and entertainment uses.
The Pico-Union area of the Westlake Community Plan contains a variety of high-intensity
urban activities in a compact built environment that includes commercial, residential,
cultural, recreation, and hotel uses. Accordingly, this area is a proper location for hotel
development as it is adjacent to Downtown Los Angeles, in particular LA Live and the Los
Angeles Convention Center which is a focal point of regional interests, commercial stores,
and other places of regional entertainment, cultural facilities and government uses. These
diverse uses support balanced community development and create interest for visitors
from all walks of life who come to the area. Therefore, the proposed hotel is compatible
with and will not adversely affect or further degrade adjacent uses or improvements.
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C. The project substantially conforms with the purpose, intent and provisions of the General
Plan, the applicable community plan, and any applicable specific plan.

The construction of a hotel with associated restaurant and bar/cafe uses will not be
materially detrimental to the character of the development in the immediate area. The
hotel use is in keeping with the Westlake Community Plan's intent to "To conserve and
strengthen viable commercial development in the community and to provide additional
opportunities for new commercial development and services." The hotel is compatible
with the surrounding neighborhood and will serve to provide a transition between the
commercial corridor on Olympic Boulevard and the multi-family residential properties in
the Pice-Union HPOZ.
9. Conditional Use Findings- Commercial Corner. Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.24 W.27
the applicant requests a Conditional Use for a Commercial Corner allowing for 1) the hotel to
operate 24 hours, 7 days a week, 2) the bar/cafe and restaurant to operate from 6 a.m. to 10
p.m. daily, 3) tandem parking, 4) variable landscape setback of 3.17 feet to 5.16 feet along
the northerly property line in lieu of the five feet required, and 5) no landscape setback along
the perimeter of the parking area toward the western and southern portion of the commercial
site, in lieu of the five feet required.
A Commercial Corner is defined as any commercially zoned corner lot located in a C or M
zone in Height District Nos. 1, 1-L, 1-VL, or 1-XL, the lot line of which is adjacent to residential
uses. If a project is proposed which would develop a commercial use in such a zone and
adjacent to residential uses, then that development must adhere to a series of specialized
development regulations, including landscaping, lighting, height, parking and others. If the
project cannot meet the regulations, then they must file a Conditional Use Permit.
The proposed project has requested a Conditional Use Permit as they do not meet several of
the development regulations for Commercial Corner developments. However, the proposed
project would not be considered a Commercial Corner should the Height District request of
2D be granted, as recommended. Therefore, the Conditional Use for Commercial Corner is
recommended to be denied as not necessary.
10. Site Plan Review- Pursuant to LAMC Section 16.05, a Site Plan Review is required for a
project that creates, or results in an increase of 50 or more dwelling units. The proposed
project will create a 149 guest room hotel with 8,600 square feet of restaurant, cafe and
banquet space.

A. That the project is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions of
the General Plan, applicable community plan, and any applicable specific plan.

The proposed project involves the demolition of an existing church structure and
associated surface parking lot and the construction of a 149 guest room hotel with 8,600
square feet of restaurant, cafe and banquet space. The building will include a 4,360
square foot banquet room, a restaurant, a cafe/ bar, a roof garden, swimming pool, and
gym facilities for project guests.
The site is within the Westlake Community Plan and contains two different zones (R3 and
C4) and two different General Plan Land Use Designations (Medium Residential and
Highway Oriented Commercial). The recommended General Plan Amendment would
designate all properties as the Community Commercial Land Use Designation with a
corresponding zone of C4-2D in order to permit construction of the proposed hotel. The
requested Zone/Height District Change from R3-1 and C4-1 to C4-2D would be compatible
with the existing development of the community, consistent with the Westlake Community
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Plan purposes, intent and provisions.
Framework Element
The Framework Element for the General Plan (Framework Element) was adopted by the
Los Angeles City Council on December 11, 1996 and re-adopted on August 8, 2001. The
Framework Element provides guidance regarding policy issues for the entire City of Los
Angeles, including the Project site. The subject site is located along a designated MixedUse Boulevard. These connect the city's neighborhood districts and community, regional
and Downtown centers. Mixed Use development is encouraged along these boulevards,
with the scale, density and height of development compatible with the surrounding areas.
Generally, different types of Mixed Use Boulevards will fall within a range of floor area
ratios from 1.5:1 up to 4.0:1 and be generally characterized by 1- to 2-story commercial
structures, up to 3- to 6-story mixed use buildings between centers and higher buildings
within centers. Mixed Use Boulevards are served by a variety of transportation facilities.

The Citywide General Plan Framework text defines policies related to growth and includes
policies for land use, housing, urban form/neighborhood design, open space/conservation,
economic development, transportation, and infrastructure/public services. The proposed
project would be in conformance with several goals of the Framework as described below.
1.
Land Use Chapter, Framework Element: Issue One: Distribution of Land Use of
the Framework Element's Land Use Chapter (Chapter Three) establishes general
principles to encourage growth and increase land use intensity around transit nodes, to
create a pedestrian oriented environment while promoting an enhanced urban experience
and provide for places of employment.
Objective 3.4 of Issue One: Distribution of Land Use: Encourage new multi-family
residential, retail commercial, and office development in the City's neighborhood districts,
community, regional, and downtown centers as well as along primary transit
corridors/boulevards, while at the same time conserving existing neighborhoods and
related districts.
Policy 3.4. 1: Conserve existing stable residential neighborhoods and /ower-intensity
commercial districts and encourage the majority of new commercial and mixed-use
(integrated commercial and residential) development to be located (a) in a network of
neighborhood districts, community, regional, and downtown centers, (b) in proximity to rail
and bus transit stations and corridors, and (c) along the City's major boulevards, referred
to· as districts, centers, and mixed-use boulevards, in accordance with the Framework
Long-Range Land Use Diagram.
Objective 3. 10: Reinforce existing and encourage the development of new regional
centers that accommodate a broad range of uses that serve, provide job opportunities,
and are accessible to the region, are compatible with adjacent land uses, and are
developed to enhance urban lifestyles.
The above objectives seek to concentrate commercial development in existing commercial
districts and in areas that are able to support such development which are in close
proximity to rail and bus transit stations. As conditioned, the Project will be designed in
harmony with the existing neighborhood and minimize impacts on neighboring properties.
The Project will incorporate measures to reduce impacts to air quality, geology, hazardous
materials, noise, and public services for the surrounding community. The character of the
area includes a mix of commercial uses, as well as high density residential uses, and the
Project's recommended density and height will be compatible with adjacent land uses.
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Economic Development Chapter, Framework Element

Objective 7. 2: Establish a balance of land uses that provides for commercial and industrial
development which meets the needs of local residents, sustains economic growth, and
assures maximum feasible environmental quality.
Objective 7. 3: Maintain and enhance the existing businesses in the city.
Objective 7. 6: Maintain a viable retail base in the city to address changing resident and
business shopping needs.
The construction of a new 149-guest room hotel, with a ground floor restaurant and
bar/cafe restaurant can help sustain economic growth and maintain a viable retail base in
the city. The site currently contains a church structure and associated parking lot. Mixeduse boulevards typically, provide a significant number of jobs, and the Project will
contribute to this. The development of sites and structures integrating mixed use is
encouraged in concert with supporting services, recreational uses, open spaces, and
amenities. The hotel is consistent with ongoing redevelopment efforts in the community,
and is located in an area well suited to visitor-serving uses as it is located less than ~
mile from LA Live and within 1 mile of the Los Angeles Convention Center. The Project
will also add to the Pico-Union area by providing a use that specifically caters to the
business community nearby the site. The Project supports revitalization by developing a
surface parking lot with a use that will provide an economic and social benefit to the
residential, commercial, and other types of businesses located in the area. The proposed
project will generate an additional influx of guests to the area who will likely patronize the
various retail and restaurant businesses along the Olympic Boulevard mixed-use corridor.
Land Use Element - Westlake Community Plan
The Westlake Community Plan text includes the following relevant land use goals,
objectives, policies and programs:

Commercial Objective 1: To conserve and strengthen viable commercial development in
the community and to provide additional opportunities for new commercial development
and services. (page 111-3)
Commercial Objective 3: To improve the compatibility between commercial and residential
uses. (page 111-3)
Commercial Objective 4: To encourage all new large scale commercial development to
provide adequate parking and access to public transportation. (page 111-3)
Commercial Policy 1: That commercial facilities be located on existing traffic arteries and
commercial corridors. (page 111-3)
Commercial Policy 7: That new commercial development be oriented so as to facilitate
pedestrian access by locating parking to the rear of structures. (page 111-4)
The entire 11 lot project site is currently improved with a church structure and associated
surface parking lot. The site contains two different zones (R3 and C4) and two different
General Plan Land Use Designations (Medium Residential and Highway Oriented
Commercial). The recommended General Plan Amendment would designate all
properties as the Community Commercial Land Use Designation with a corresponding
zone of C4-2D in order to permit construction of the proposed hotel.
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The General Plan Amendment and Zone Change would create a logical land use pattern
adjacent to the R3 zoned lots to the south and east and the C4 zoned parcels to the west
and north. The hotel will take advantage of an underutilized site containing a defunct hotel
and will revitalize it with a new viable hotel use. Additionally, the hotel use, while including
a restaurant and bar/cafe, is defined as a residential land use per the LAMC. Hotels are
a hybrid between residential and commercial land uses and therefore will make a good
transition from the heavily commercial nature of Olympic Boulevard to the multi-family
character of the Pico-Union HPOZ to the south. The hotel will locate its commercial
component - the restaurant and bar/cafe - on Olympic Boulevard, and through the hotel
design creates a buffer to the residential building to the south. As conditioned, the hotel
will be oriented and designed so as to enhance pedestrian access on Olympic Boulevard
and Beacon Avenue.
Currently, the FAR allowed on the R3 zoned lots is 3:1, whereas the FAR allowed on the
C4 zoned lots on Olympic Boulevard is 1.5:1. The result of building to the FAR allowed
would be a smaller building on Olympic Boulevard and a larger building on the interior of
the lot on the R3 zoned lots. By amending the General Plan Land Use Designation to
Community Commercial, the property will be able to develop at an even FAR of 2.2:1.
Through the design of the hotel building, the architect has shifted more of the floor area
and height to the Olympic Boulevard frontage, essentially moving the density away from
the remainder of the residentially zoned block.
B. The project consists of an arrangement of buildings and structures (including height, bulk
and setbacks), off-street parking facilities, loading areas, lighting, landscaping, trash
collections, and other such pertinent improvements, which is or will be compatible with
existing and future development on neighboring properties.
The proposed project involves the demolition of an existing church structure and
associated surface parking lot and the construction of a 149 guest room hotel with 8,600
square feet of restaurant, cafe and banquet space. The building will include a 4,360
square foot banquet room, a restaurant, a cafe/ bar, a roof garden, swimming pool, and
gym facilities for project guests.
The building would comprise approximately 93,890 square feet of floor area and would be
approximately 81 feet in height. The building would provide 113 parking spaces within an
at-grade level and subterranean parking garage accessed via Beacon Avenue with an
exit-only driveway into the alley behind the site. The project proposes a porte-cochere
which extends along Beacon Avenue for approximately 73% of the project frontage; the
porte-cochere is accessed by a two lane driveway approximately 35 feet in width. A
second driveway at the western portion of the site provides an entrance and exit lane and
is approximately 40 feet in width. Finally, an exit only driveway is located along the alley,
and is approximately 18 feet in width. The ground floor parking area contains 12 short
term bicycle parking spaces and 12 long term bicycle parking spaces.
The project proposes the restaurant and bar/cafe uses to be located along Olympic
Boulevard, with pedestrian access into the restaurant available from Olympic Boulevard.
The entrance into the hotel lobby is proposed via the porte-cochere.
The project is subject to the Citywide Commercial Design Guidelines. As conditioned, the
project complies with the following relevant Guidelines and is therefore compatible with
existing and future development on neighboring projects.
Objective 1: Consider Neighborhood Context and Linkages in Building and Site Design
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•

Create a strong street wall by locating building frontages at the required setback
or, where no setback requirement exists, at the front property line. Where
additional setback is necessary or a prevailing setback exists, activate the area
with a courtyard or "outdoor room" adjacent to the street by incorporating
pedestrian amenities such as plazas with seating or water features, for example.

•

Provide direct paths of travel for pedestrian destinations within large
developments. Especially near transit lines, create primary entrances for
pedestrians that are safe, easily accessible, and a short distance from transit
stops.

•

Place public use areas such as restaurant seating, reception and waiting areas,
lobbies, and retail, along street-facing walls where they are visible to passersby.

•

Provide a logical sequence of entry and arrival as part of the site's design. Special
entry treatments such as stamped or colored concrete and special planting and
signage can be used to enhance entries and guide pedestrians.

•

Entries should be designed according to simple and harmonious proportions in
relationship to the overall size and scale of the building. Ensure that pedestrian
entries provide shelter year-round

•

In pedestrian-oriented commercial areas with predominantly smaller storefronts
(especially when a project is built over two or more lots), apply vertical breaks and
pedestrian-scaled storefront bays to prevent monolithic "box-like" buildings and
maintain a storefront rhythm consistent with surrounding buildings.

Objective 2: Building FaQade and Form
• Integrate varied roof lines through the use of sloping roofs, modulated building
heights, stepbacks, or innovative architectural solutions.
•

Reinforce existing facade rhythm along the street where it exists by using
architectural elements such as trim, material changes, paved walkways, and other
design treatments consistent with surrounding buildings.

•

Fences should incorporate changes in materials, texture, and/or landscaping to
avoid solid, uninterrupted walls. A void materials such as chain link, wrought iron
spears, and cyclone.

Only as conditioned, the project will conform to the above Guidelines. As proposed the
project provides a pedestrian entrance to the restaurant on Olympic Boulevard; however,
the entrance to the lobby of the hotel is via the porte-cochere along Beacon Avenue. As
the Guidelines emphasize designing the primary entrance into the building to be visible
and directly accessible from the street and sidewalk, the project is conditioned to include
a lobby entrance that is of an appropriate proportion and scale on Olympic Boulevard in
addition to the entrance into the restaurant.
The incorporation of a porte-cochere is important to this hotel project for vehicle drop-off
and circulation. However, as designed, the porte-cochere does not meet several of the
Guidelines. The porte-cochere does not help create or provide continuity of a "strong
street wall" along Beacon Avenue. Access points into and out of the porte-cochere are
very wide, which reduces pedestrian orientation and increases vehicular I pedestrian
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conflicts. As conditioned, the porte-cochere will be redesigned to utilize architectural
features to provide continuity at the street wall. The conditions require the driveway widths
to be reduced, with one lane into the site and one lane exiting the site. The landscaped
buffer strip along the edge of the porte-cochere will be enhanced with planting and
landscape that is tall enough to screen headlights and to better differentiate the public
pedestrian zone from the private porte-cochere. With a redesigned porte-cochere, the
project's building elements will enhance the comfort and security of pedestrians and will
create compatibility between the building, street, and neighborhood.
The upper floors of the building are designed with architectural elements that provide a
compatible fa<;ade rhythm and creates a visual interest. The upper floors incorporate
different textures, colors, and materials. However, that fa<;ade rhythm and architectural
vocabulary is interrupted at the ground floor. The Olympic Boulevard ground floor is
almost entirely fenestration. While this provides excellent transparency, it does not
present a fa<;ade that provides a sense of scale. As conditioned, the ground floor of the
fa<;ade which abuts Olympic Boulevard and Beacon Avenue will be designed to
incorporate the architectural rhythm and elements of the upper floors to better define the
fa<;ade and maintain a consistent rhythm at the ground floor. With the incorporation of the
conditions described above, the proposed hotel will meet the objectives of the Guidelines.
The project proposes a fence along the southerly property line, abutting an adjacent multifamily residential building. As noted on the plans this is to be an ivy-covered CMU wall.
As conditioned, the fence is also to incorporate a change in materials and texture every
20 feet.
Objective 4: Minimize the Appearance of Driveways and Parking Areas
•

Use architectural features, such as decorative gates and fences, in combination
with landscaping to provide continuity at the street where openings occur due to
driveways or other breaks in the sidewalk or building wall.

The project proposes a decorative wall along the porte-cochere on Beacon Avenue. The
decorative wall is shown to have landscaping along the top. As conditioned the driveway
entrances into the porte-cochere are to be reduced in width, and the landscaped buffer
strip along the edge of the porte-cochere will be enhanced with planting and landscape
that is tall enough to screen headlights and to better differentiate the public pedestrian
zone from the private porte-cochere.
C. Any project containing residential uses provides its residents with appropriate type and
placement of recreational facilities and service amenities in order to improve habitability
for the residents and minimize impacts on neighboring properties where appropriate.
The Project provides recreational and service amenities to improve habitability for its hotel
guests. The Project is designed and conditioned to "provide a pedestrian-friendly
experience along Olympic Boulevard and Beacon Avenue as well as provide for open
space amenities for hotel guests and residents. The Project incorporates new open space,
including a second level garden and pool area. The Project also includes a 580 squarefoot fitness center to provide recreational and service amenities that improve habitability
for guests.
11. Conditional Use for Alcohol Permit Findings - Pursuant to 12.24. W.1 of the Municipal
Code. The Applicant requests a Conditional Use to permit the sales and consumption of
alcoholic beverages in conjunction with a 2,110 square foot restaurant and a 2,440 square
foot bar/cafe in a 149 room hotel.
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The project will enhance the built environment in the surrounding neighborhood or will
perform a function or provide a service that is essential or beneficial to the community, city
or region.

The applicant is seeking approvals for a project that involves the demolition of an existing
church structure and associated surface parking lot and the construction of a 149 guest
room hotel with 8,600 square feet of restaurant, cafe and banquet space. The building
will include a 4,360 square foot banquet room, a restaurant, a cafe/ bar, a roof garden,
swimming pool, and gym facilities for project guests.
Section 12.24.W.1 of the LAMC allows a Conditional Use permit to be granted for the sale
and dispensing of alcoholic beverages in the City's commercial and industrial zones. The
proposed establishment would be located on property classified in the C4 Zone as
recommended, which allow restaurant use, retail use, and hotel uses as a matter of right.
The project requests the sale and dispensing of alcoholic beverages in a 2,110 square
foot restaurant and a 2,440 square foot bar/cafe.
As recommended, the Project would be located in a Community Commercial Land Use
Designation, in an urbanized setting with a diverse mix of residential, commercial, and
entertainment uses. The site is less than a mile from LA Live and the Staples Center. The
service of alcoholic beverages in such settings has come to be accepted as a normal and
desirable (a) complement to food service in quality restaurants, (b) component of quality
retail and specialty retail establishments, and (c) complement to ancillary hotel uses, which
typically include various types of alcohol sales such as restaurants, cocktail lounges,
catering, and boutique shops.
Since alcoholic beverage service is a common amenity with meal service, and an
expected amenity for many patrons, approval of the alcohol sales for the Project will be
desirable to the public convenience and welfare. The proposed hotel is in close proximity
to major public transit, and the Project intends to provide a hotel in a vibrant area for street
life and entertainment within a redeveloped, safe, and secure environment. Therefore,
public convenience and welfare will be served by providing alcohol sales within a carefully
·controlled, mixed-use development and appropriate security measures will be taken.
Project guests and residents will have less need to travel outside the area to accomplish
their dining needs, thus aiding in the relief of traffic congestion issues, as well as traffic
safety. Of course, those traveling to the location will benefit from the transit service in close
proximity.
B. The project's location, size, height, operations and other significant features will be
compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties, the
surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, welfare and safety.

Requesting a Community Commercial Land Use Designation in the Westlake Community
Plan, the Project Site would be rezoned to C4 as recommended. The proposed project of
a new 149-room hotel with associated banquet room, restaurant and bar/cafe would be
located within Y2 mile of LA Live and within 1 mile of the Los Angeles Convention Center.
It would be developed on Olympic Boulevard which is a commercial corridor that contains
a variety of land uses, densities, and architectural styles including the 10-story Curacao
building, across the street.
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The project requests the sale and dispensing of alcoholic beverages in a 2,110 square
foot restaurant and a 2,440 square foot bar/cafe. The proposed restaurant and bar/cafe
that would serve alcohol is suitable for the location and will be in proper relation to the
immediate area surrounding the Project Site, which is a mix of office buildings, retail and
residential uses. The request for on-site alcohol sales and consumption will be compatible
not only with the surrounding uses, but also the Project. It will provide a place for hotel
guests and visitors, residents, general area shoppers and visitors, and office workers to
eat and drink, contributing to the continued and increasing vitality of the neighborhood.
Alcohol sales are complementary to these various uses, have come to be expected, and
contribute to the popularity of the establishments and locations.
The proposed zone change from R3 to C4 for the southern 2/3 of the site would provide a
more cohesive pattern of zoning that already exists along this portion of Olympic
Boulevard. Currently, a church structure and associated surface parking lot are located
on all 11 lots. The change to a hotel use is appropriate in relation to the adjacent uses and
will provide a service that is beneficial to the tourist industry and businesses in the
community. The proposed hotel would be located within the Community Commercial Land
Use Designation which provides for a building height and floor area allowance that is
consistent with the surrounding development as defined in the General Plan Framework
Element. The hotel would be located within % mile of LA Live and within 1 mile of the Los
Angeles Convention Center, is an appropriate location. As the Project is located on
Olympic Boulevard, a designated Major Highway, the proposed use is in accordance with
the Westlake Community Plan goals to increase development that encourages pedestrianoriented activity within established commercial centers that is accessible by public transit.
While there are incompatible uses, such as schools, churches and parks, within 1,000 feet
of the Project, the alcohol sales are incidental to the food service provided by the hotel
restaurant and bar/ cafe and permitting alcohol sales on the Project Site will not be
detrimental to the development of the community. Vehicular access into the parking
structure will be provided via a driveway off Beacon Avenue (with a valet pick-up and dropoff) and with self-parking. As conditioned, pedestrian access will be provided via a lobby
entrance on Olympic Boulevard and Beacon Avenue. The restaurant will have an entrance
off Olympic Boulevard. The bar/cafe will be accessed via the lobby. Further, the Project
Site is easily accessible for various forms of public transit.
The conditional use would permit alcohol sales in the a) proposed ground-floor restaurant
of 2,110 square feet; and b) a cafe I bar of 2,440 square feet accessory to the 149 hotel
rooms. Alcohol sales will not be detrimental to the character of development in the
immediate neighborhood. The hotel and the opening of the restaurant with alcohol sales
will add an additional sit down, low turnover restaurant and bar/cafe to the area.
The Project is envisioned to provide convenient access to goods and services for visitors,
as well as people who live and work in the area. The hotel and restaurant will add vitality
to a currently underutilized property. The permits for alcohol will enhance the character of
development in the surrounding neighborhood by providing a high-quality, hotel
development with incidental alcohol sales located near many public transit opportunities.
A number of Conditions of Approval are included in this report, to ensure that the
establishment will not adversely affect or further degrade the surrounding neighborhood,
or the public health, welfare and safety. To ensure that the establishment is evaluated
based on character and circumstances so as to not be materially detrimental to the
immediate neighborhood, a number of conditions of approval are imposed. Security plans,
floor plans, seating limitations, and other recommended conditions, as well as the mode
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and character of the operation, are addressed and assured through the imposition of
establishment-specific conditions.

C. The project substantially conforms with the purpose, intent and provisions of the General
Plan, the applicable community plan, and any specific plan.
The proposed project will consist of the construction of a 149 guest room hotel with 8,600
square feet of restaurant, cafe and banquet space. The building will include a 4,360
square foot banquet room, a restaurant, a cafe/ bar, a roof garden, swimming pool, and
gym facilities for project guests. The applicant seeks a Conditional Use in order to serve
alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption in a 2,110 square foot restaurant and a 2,440
square foot bar/cafe. Alcohol sales at this location will be harmony with the various
elements and objectives of the General Plan. Located within the Westlake Community
Plan area, the Project Site is recommended to be designated as Community Commercial
Land Use Designation, with recommended corresponding zoning classification of C4. The
proposed alcohol sales establishment is permitted in the Commercial zone with
Conditional Use permits, as requested.
The Westlake Community Plan recognizes the importance of commercial development to
the Westlake Community. The proposed project will be consistent with a number of
specific objectives and policies contained in the Community Plan:

Commercial Objective 1: To conserve and strengthen viable commercial development in
the community and to provide additional opportunities for new commercial development
and services. (page 111-3)
Commercial Policy 1: That commercial facilities be located on existing traffic arteries and
commercial corridors. (page 111-3)
The request to serve and sell alcohol at the Project Site will be consistent with these
objectives and policies through the creation of a mix of hotel, restaurant and bar/cafe uses
that would attract a variety of users and actively promote the area as a key economic
center of the community. Alcohol sales are a component of the project's success and its
ability to economically enhance the region. In addition, the mixed use development will
create synergies with the adjacent development in LA Live and the Los Angeles
Convention Center, less than a mile away. The mix of commercial uses will bring even
more pedestrian activity to the area. Most sit-down restaurants in the neighborhood
include alcohol on their menus.
The Westlake Community Plan supports the Olympic Boulevard commercial corridor and
aims to encourage well planned and integrated mixed use developments in designated
commercial areas which have the potential to benefit from pedestrian oriented
development. In addition, the proposed Conditional Uses will be consistent with a number
of specific objectives and policies contained in the Community Plan.
The Framework Element of the General Plan encourages development that
"accommodate[s] a broad range of uses that serve the needs of adjacent residents,
promote[s] neighborhood and community activity ... and are ... desirable places in which
to ... work and visit, both in daytime and nighttime." Alcohol consumption can simply offer
another option for a wide range of activities on the site and as a leisure pursuit can cultivate
community activity.
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Objective 7.2: Establish a balance of land uses that provides for commercial and industrial
development which meets the needs of local residents, sustains economic growth, and
assures maximum feasible environmental quality.
Objective 7. 3: Maintain and enhance the existing businesses in the city.
Objective 7. 6: Maintain a viable retail base in the city to address changing resident and
business shopping needs.
The above objectives seek to concentrate commercial development in existing commercial
corridors and in areas that are able to support such development which are in close
proximity to rail and bus transit stations. The construction of a new 149-guest room hotel,
a ground floor restaurant and bar/cafe can help sustain economic growth and maintain a
viable economic base in the city, on a site that currently contains a church structure and
associated parking lot. The development of sites and structures integrating housing with
commercial uses is encouraged in concert with supporting services, recreational uses,
open spaces, and amenities.
Additional Findings for Alcohol Permits.

D. The proposed use will not adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent community.
The sale of alcoholic beverages will not adversely affect the economic welfare of the
community. The establishments serving alcoholic beverages will be a part of a carefully
controlled hotel development. Security plans, floor plans, seating limitations, and other
recommended conditions, as well as the mode and character of the operation, are
addressed and assured through the imposition the Conditions required as part of this
grant. This will allow for further evaluation and measures to ensure that the establishment
will not adversely affect the welfare of the community.
The area surrounding the Project Site is a mix of office, commercial, retail and residential
uses. The request for on-site alcohol sales will be compatible with the surrounding uses,
providing a place for residents, hotel guests and visitors, general Westlake visitors,
shoppers, and office workers to eat, drink, socialize, and shop, contributing to the
continued economic vitality of the neighborhood. Alcoholic beverage service is an
expected amenity with high-end meal service for many patrons, as is the availability of
room service in hotel guest rooms. Approval of the Conditional Use will contribute to the
success and vitality of the proposed Project, and reinvigoration of the site and vicinity.
Approval of alcohol sales will increase the availability of desirable dining for hotel patrons.
The Project location is easily accessible on an existing commercial corridor less than a
mile from LA Live and the Los Angeles Convention Center. Finally, the establishment will
benefit the City through generation of additional sales tax revenue, and business license
and other fees, and by providing additional short-term and long-term employment
opportunities.

E. The granting of the application will not result in an undue concentration of premises for
the sale or dispensing for consideration of alcoholic beverages, including beer and wine,
in the area of the City involved, giving consideration to applicable State laws and to the
California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control's guidelines for undue concentration;
and also giving consideration to the number and proximity of these establishments within
a one thousand foot radius of the site, the crime rate in the area (especially those crimes
involving public drunkenness, the illegal sale or use of narcotics, drugs or alcohol,
disturbing the peace and disorderly conduct), and whether revocation or nuisance
proceedings have been initiated for any use in the area.
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The proposed project will consist of the construction of a 149 guest room hotel with 8,600
square feet of restaurant, cafe and banquet space. The building will include a 4,360
square foot banquet room, a restaurant, a cafe/ bar, a roof garden, swimming pool, and
gym facilities for project guests. The applicant seeks a Conditional Use in order to serve
alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption in a 2,110 square foot restaurant and a 2,440
square foot bar/cafe. The proposed project is located on Olympic Boulevard in the PiceUnion neighborhood of the Westlake Community Plan, which is recognized as a
commercial corridor. The Community Plan encourages the development of substantial,
community benefitting commercial projects.
According to the local Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control office, in Census Tract
No. 2095.20, within which the project is located, the maximum number of on-site licenses
permitted is 2, with 5 existing, and maximum number of off-site licenses permitted is 1,
with 4 existing. Therefore, the proposed alcohol-serving establishments will result in an
overconcentration of alcohol establishments in the area. However, the subject site is within
the Westlake Community Plan area, less than % mile from the Central City Community
Plan, where a concentration of licenses is anticipated given the range and density of uses
permitted. The establishment will be located within one self-contained complex and
monitored as part of the project's security and operational oversight.

a

While this may appear to be an overconcentration of licenses due to the raw numbers, it
should be pointed out that the ABC criteria do not take into account that this is in within a
dense area of the city in which restaurants with alcohol service are an expected amenity
as part of mixed-use projects containing restaurants. The ABC also recognizes that high
activity entertainment, retail, government and commercial centers are supported by a
significant visitor/employee population in addition to the resident population base. The
ABC has discretion to approve an application if there is evidence that normal operations
will not be contrary to public welfare and will not interfere with the quiet enjoyment of
property by residents. This is reflected in the licensing statistics noted above. Within this
urban context, the proposed establishments, permitted to sell and dispense a full line of
alcoholic beverages, will be consistent with the character of development in the area.
Therefore, it can be reasonably assured that the economic welfare of the community will
not be adversely impacted.
A review of the alcohol establishments within 1,000 feet of the Project Site shows that
there are 14 establishments. According to statistics provided by the Los Angeles Police
Department, within Crime Reporting District No. 275, which has jurisdiction over the
subject property, a total of 428 crimes were reported in 2013, compared to the citywide
average of 180 crimes and the high crime reporting district average of 216 crimes for the
same period. These numbers are not adjusted to represent crimes per capita. This
reporting district is located in the Rampart Division, which is high-density and a hub of
employment, business, and residential concentration. Therefore, it is expected that the
crime statistics will be higher in this location.
In 2013, there were 35 Narcotics, 7 Liquor Law, 92 Public Drunkenness, 0 Disturbing the
Peace, 7 Disorderly Conduct, and 7 DWI related arrests. These numbers do not reflect
the total number of arrests in the subject reporting district over the accountable year.
Arrests for this calendar year may reflect crimes reported in previous years.
To ensure the project will not create detrimental impacts on the surrounding area,
Conditions of Approval are included in this report. Security plans, floor plans, seating
limitations and other recommended conditions, as well as the mode and character of the
operation, will ensure that no adverse impacts could result due to alcohol sales and
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consumption. Thus, the granting of the application will not result in an undue concentration
of premises for the sale or dispensing for consideration of alcoholic beverages, including
beer and wine, in the area of the City involved.

F. The proposed use will not detrimentally affect nearby residentially zoned communities in
the area of the City involved, after giving consideration of the distance of the proposed
use from residential buildings, churches, schools, hospitals, public playgrounds, and other
similar uses, and other establishments dispensing, for sale or other consideration,
alcoholic beverages, including beer and wine.
The proposed use will not detrimentally affect nearby residentially zoned properties. The
proposed project would be located on property classified in the C4 Zone, which allows
restaurant and hotel uses. The proposed project is located in the Pico-Union neighborhood
of the Westlake Community Plan area which is recognized as a mixed-use community
with a significant concentration of high density housing. The Community Plan encourages
the development of substantial, community benefitting commercial projects.
While the sale of alcoholic beverages is important to the restaurants or retailers that will
be located within the proposed hotel restaurant and bar/cafEl, their sale and service will be
incidental to primary operation of the hotel. No detrimental effects should be expected
from the proposed project.
Uses within a 600-foot Radius
1.

Residential Uses
a. Single family- 21
b. Multi-family- 69
c. Hotels- 2

2. Churches
a. La Iglesia En El Camino Church
b. Iglesia Evangelica Church
c. Zion Mission Chapel
d. Salvation Army
e. Lamp Presbyterian Church
f. Nam Ga Ju Asia Church
3. Schools and Child Care Facilities
a. Tenth Street Elementary School
b. Pacific College
4. Recreational Areas- Salvation Army Youth and Community Center
Sensitive uses between 600ft- 1,000 ft
1. Hope and Peace Park
2. Manhee Sungrown Church
3. Lighthouse Mission Church
The sale of alcoholic beverages is of importance to operators of restaurants to attract and
cater to their clientele. The establishment will be part of a high-quality, hotel development
and all alcohol service will be within a carefully controlled environment served by
responsible operators.
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Additional Information Required by Planning Department Form CP-7773
•

What are the proposed hours of operation and which days of the week will the
establishment be open? What are the proposed hours of alcohol sales?

The hotel will be open 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The hours of operation for
the restaurant and bar/cafEl will be from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. with alcohol sales from 5 p.m.
to 10 p.m.
•

What is the occupancy load as determined by the Fire Department (number of patrons)?
What is the proposed seating in all areas?

The total number of seats for the restaurant and bar/cafEl will be 230, with 80 seats at the
restaurant and 50 seats at the bar/cafe. Furthermore, the establishment seeking approval
to sell and dispense alcoholic beverages will not exceed the maximum occupancy loads
as determined by the Department of Building and Safety and the Fire Department.

•

Is parking available on the site? If so, how many spaces? If spaces are not available on
the site, have arrangements been made for off-site parking by lease or covenant? Where?
How many off-site spaces?
The Project will be constructed over one level of ground level parking and one level of
subterranean parking containing approximately 113 parking spaces. Further, the Project
is in close proximity to public transit, which will encourage patrons to visit the Project Site
without the use of their vehicles.

•

Is there to be entertainment such as a piano bar, juke box, dancing, live entertainment,
movies, etc? (Specify?) (On-site only).
There will be live entertainment.

•

Is a full line of alcoholic beverages to be served or just beer and wine?
The sale and dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverages is requested at the
establishment that would be permitted under the Conditional Use.

•

Will cups, glasses, or other similar containers be sold which might be used for the
consumption of liquor on the premises?

According to the information provided by the applicant, cups, glasses, or other containers
will be sold for the consumption of alcohol on the premises.
•

If a cocktail lounge is to be maintained incidental to a restaurant, the required floor plans
must show details of the cocktail lounge and the separation between the dining and lounge
facilities. (On-site only).

No cocktail lounge is proposed for the restaurant use.

Has the owner or lessee of the subject property been suspended from the sale of alcoholic
beverages on the subject property or fined by the Alcoholic Beverage Control Department
(ABC) in the last 365 days and if so, for what reasons?
No.
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Will video game machines be available for use on the subject property and if so, how many
such machines will be in use?

No.
Will you have signs visible on the outside which advertise the availability of alcohol?

No.
•

Will alcohol be sold without a food order? Will there be a kitchen on the site as defined in
Section 12.03 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code?

Alcohol will be served in conjunction with a food order in the restaurant. The restaurant
will have a kitchen on site.
•

Will beer or wine coolers be sold in single cans or will wine be sold in containers less than
1 liter (750 ml)?

Beer and wine coolers will be sold in single cans/ bottles. Wine will be sold in a glass or
by bottle.
•

Will "fortified" wine (greater than 16% alcohol) be sold?

The restaurant will sell wine products with greater than 16 percent alcohol, such as dessert
wines, cognacs, and brandies.
•

Will off-site sales of alcohol as a secondary use to on-site sales occur (i.e., take out)?

No.
•

Will discount alcoholic drinks or a "Happy Hour" be offered at any time?

No.
•

Will security guards be provided and if so, when and how many?

Yes, one security guard will be provided on site between the hours of 7 p.m. and 5 a.m.
•

Will alcohol be allowed to be consumed on any adjacent property under the control of the
applicant?

No.
•

Will the gross sale of alcohol exceed the gross sale of food items on a quarterly basis?

It is not anticipated that the restaurant will have alcohol sales that will exceed the sale of
food items.
•

Provide a copy of the proposed menu if food is to be served.

A menu is not yet available.
How many employees will you have on the site at any given time?
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The hotel will have 16 employees at the peak hours. The bar/cafe will have 8 employees
at the peak hours. The restaurant will have 14 employees at the peak hours.

What security measures will be taken including: (a) posting of rules and regulations on the
premises; (b) to prevent such problems as gambling, loitering, theft, vandalism, and
truancy; (c) will security guards be provided and if so, when and how many?; (d) other
measures.
The Project will post rules and regulations on the premises as may be required by the Los
Angeles Police Department, the Los Angeles Fire Department, the California Department
of Alcoholic Beverage Control, and/or as a result of the Conditional Use requests. The
individual restaurant operator will have an operation plan to address these concerns, as
well as have employees trained in alcohol awareness issues.

Will there be minimum age requirements for patrons? If so, how will this be enforced?
For the restaurant and bar/cafe use, there are no minimum age requirements. As
conditioned, hotel staff will ask for identification in the situation of suspected underage and
unsupervised patrons. Signs will be posted and employees will be trained to check
identification consistent with State law.

•

Are there any schools (public or private and including nursery schools}, churches, or parks
within 1, 000 feet of your proposed business? Where?
There are schools, churches and parks located within 1,000 feet of the proposed project.
They are listed above.

•

For massage parlor or sexual encounter establishment applicants: are there any other
adult entertainment businesses within 1,000 feet of your proposed establishment (i.e.,
adult arcade, adult bookstore, adult cabaret, adult motel, adult motion picture theatre, adult
theatre)?
This request does not involve a massage parlor or sexual encounter establishment.

For off-site sales, where will the alcohol be stored and displayed (indicate on floor plan)?
This request does not involve off-site sales of alcohol.

Issuance of a new license to sell alcoholic beverages would serve the public convenience
and necessity (as required by California Business and Professions Code Sections 23958
and 23958.4).
The service of alcoholic beverages is an essential component to establishing a vibrant,
energized, pedestrian-friendly atmosphere, consistent with the Project Site's location on
a commercial corridor, approximately Y:z mile from Central City. Allowing the sale of alcohol
at the Project Site will advance the public convenience and necessity by servicing the
demand for alcoholic sales consistent with the Project.
Alcohol sales are not expected to create law enforcement problems at the Project Site.
As part of the Project's security plan, a security officer will be stationed at key locations
within the Project Site to preserve the safety of the Project's guests and visitors. Therefore,
the sale of alcoholic beverages at the Site is not expected to create the type of crime
problem California Business & Professions Code Sections 23958 and 23598.4 seek to
prevent.
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11. CEQA Findings. A Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV-2013-3835-MND) was prepared for
the proposed project. On the basis of the whole of the record before the lead agency including
any comments received, the lead agency finds that, with imposition of the mitigation measures
described in the MND, there is no substantial evidence that the proposed project will have a
significant effect on the environment. The attached Mitigated Negative Declaration reflects
the lead agency's independent judgment and analysis. The records upon which this decision
is based are with the Environmental Review Section of the Planning Department in Room
750, 200 North Spring Street. I hereby adopt that the Mitigated Negative Declaration, imposed
the conditions shown in that document on this approval.
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PUBLIC HEARING AND COMMUNICATIONS
Summary of Public Hearing Testimony

The Public Hearing on this matter was held at Los Angeles City Hall, 200 North Spring Street,
10th Floor Hearing Room 1020, Los Angeles, CA 90012 on Friday, October 10, 2014, at 10:00
AM.
1. Present: 8 people signed in at the Public Hearing
2. Speakers: 4 people provided testimony

Public Hearing Testimony Notes

One speaker spoke in opposition to the project. He owns an adjacent property and signed a
covenant with the property owner in order to utilize 30 parking spaces at the Project Site. If the
project is developed then the speaker will no longer have access to those 30 spaces.
Two speakers spoke in general support of the project but with specific questions about
construction impacts and timeline.
A representative from Council District 1 attended the hearing and provided support for the request.
The representative indicated that this project could be catalytic at this location, contributing to
economic revitalization, with good urban design and good pedestrian orientation.
Communications Received

Two letters were received during the environmental public comment period. These comments
were addressed in the Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV-2013-3835-MND) and in this staff
report.

EXHIBIT A
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OLYMPIA HOTEL
1700 WEST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES CA, 90006

PROJECT: REQUEST FOR A ZONE
CHANGE, GENERAL PLAN
AMENDMENT (FROM MEDIUM
RESIDENTIAL TO HIGHWAY
COMMERCIAL), HEIGHT DISTRICT
CHANGE, SITE PLAN REVIEW,
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR A
HOTEL WITHIN 500'-0" FROM R ZONE
AND COMMERCIAL CORNER.

F.A.R. ALLOWED: 42,850 SF (LOT SIZE) X 6 = 262,980 SF
F.A.R. PROPOSED: NET BUILDING AREA APPROX. 93,000 SF
(EXCLUDING PARKING AREA, SHAFTS & SERVICE AREA)
BUILDING HEIGHT PER C4-2: UNLIMITED
BUILDING HEIGHT PROPOSED: TOTAL BUILDING HEIGHT IS 81
FEET ( 73'-0" HIGH BUILDING AT NORTH, PLUS 8'-0" GRADE
DIFFERENCE FROM NORTH TO SOUTH.)
EXISTING USE: TEMPORARY MODULAR BUILDING FOR A
CHURCH TO BE DEMOLISHED.
NEW OCCUPANCY: A FOUR AND FIVE LEVEL HOTEL OVER ONE
SUBTERRANEAN LEVEL OF PARKING WITH 149 GUEST ROOMS
AND GROUND FLOOR COMMERCIAL USES CONSISTING OF A
CAFE/BAR, A RESTAURANT, AND PARKING. THE CAFE/BAR AND
RESTAURANT WILL INCLUDE THE SALES OF ALCOHOL FOR
ON-SITE COMSUMPTION WITH LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ONLY
FOR THE RESTAURANT USE.THERE WILL BE AN AGGREGATE
OF 113 VEHICULAR PARKING SPACES PROVIDED, AS WELL AS
12 LONG TERM AND 12 SHORT TERM BICYCLE PARKING
SPACES.

UNIT COUNT & UNIT TYPES

BUILDING ANALYSIS

FLOOR AREA CALCULATION

A.P.N.: 5137-017-014
ADDRESS: 1700 & 1701 WEST OLYMPIC
BOULEVARD, 1001-1029 SOUTH
BEACON AVENUE

r

ZONE:
EXISTING: C4-1 AND R3-1
PROPOSED: C4-2
GROSS LOT AREA: APPROX. 43,830 SQ
FT.
NET LOT AREA:. APPROX. 42,850 SQ FT.
AFTER 2'-0" AND 2'-6" DEDICATION ON
OLYMPIC BLVD. AND BEACON AVE.

AUTOMOBILE PARKING REQUIREMENTS:
FAR.: 6:1 FORC4-2
1.

2.

FOR 149 GUESTROOMS: 75 CARS
FOR 1 - 30 GUESTROOMS: 30 CARS
FOR 31 - 60 GUESTROOMS: 15 CARS
FOR 61 · 150 GUESTROOMS: 30 CARS
TOTAL: 75 CARS
FOR COMMERCIAL, BANGUET ROOM, LOBBY AREA AND
OFFICE USE ( EXCLUDING SHAFT & UTILITY ROOMS): =
18,700SF
TOTAL 18,700 SF /500 SF= 37 CARS PER STATE
ENTERPRISE ZONE
( LAMC 12.21A4X3.6 ).

TOTAL GROSS BUILDING AREA:.

UNIT COUNT

~

c

SUITE 1 SUITE2 SUITE3 SUITE4
895SF 589SF 612 SF 543SF
1
1
1
1

A(R)
340SF
15

B
390SF
2

B(R)
390SF
3

440SF

2ND FLOOR

A
340SF
15

3RDFLOOR

17

18

2

3

1

1

1

1

1

4TH FLOOR

17

18

2

3

1

1

1

1

1

0

5TH FLOOR

6

8

1

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

TOTAL

55

59

7

11

3

3

4

3

3

1

1

C(R)
440SF
1

0

GRAND TOTAL: 149 UNITS

DRAWING INDEX

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
PARCEL 1:
LOT 25 AND THE NORTHETRLY ONE-HALF OF LOT 26 OF MILLER AND HERRIOITS RESUBDIVISION, IN THE CITY
OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 54
PAGE(S) 35, OF MISCELLANCEOUS RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDED OF SAID COUNTY.
EXCEPT THAT PORTION OF LOT 25 LYING NORTHEASTERLY OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED LINE:
BEGINING AT A POINT IN THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE OF SAID LOT 25, DISTANT THEREON 29.65 FEET
SOUTHWESTERLY FROM THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER OF SAID LOT 25; THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY IN A
DIRECT LINE 155 FEET TO THE SOUTHEASTERLY LINE OF SAID LOT 25, DISTANT THEREON 27.09 FEET
SOUTHWESTERLY FROM THE MOST EASTERLY CORNER OF SAID LOT 25.
PARCEL2:
THE SOUTH HALF OF LOT 26 AND THE NORTH HALF OF LOT 27 OF MILLER AND HERRIOITS RESUBDIVISION, IN
THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN
BOOK 54 PAGES(S) 35, OF MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDED OF SAID
COUNTY.

APPROX. 149,920 SF INCLUDING
SUBTERRANEAN PARKING
STRUCTURE, GROUND FLOOR
DRIVEWAY AND PARKING AREA.

TOTAL NUMBER OF CARS REQUIRED: 112 CARS

4.

NUMBER OF PARKING SPACES PROVIDED: 113 CARS
SUBTERRANEAN PARKING: 99 CARS
GROUND FLOOR PARKING: 14 CARS
(INCLUDING 5 ACCESIBLE PARKING SPOTS)

5.

NUMBER OF SPACES REQUIRED FOR THE DISABLED: 5
CARS
NUMBER OF SPACES PROVIDED FOR THE DISABLED: 5
CARS

BUILDING AREA BREAK-DOWN:

GROUND FLOOR
SECOND FLOOR
THIRD FLOOR
FOURTH FLOOR
FIFTH FLOOR

21,300 SF
20 ,990 SF
20,990 SF
20 ,990 SF
9 620 SF

TOTAL NET FLOOR AREA:

93,890 SF

GROUN D FLOOR PARKING & VEHICLE
CIRCULATION:
15,050 SF
SUBTERRANEAN PARKING P-1:
40,980 SF

1.
2.

TOTAL PARKING & CIRCULATION:
56,030 SF

3.

A- 2 SITE PLAN
A- 3 SUBTERRANEAN PARKING LEVEL PLAN
A- 4 GROUND FLOOR PLAN
A- 5 GROUND FLOOR FURNITURE PLAN
A- 6 SECOND FLOOR PLAN
A- 7 THIRD & FOURTH FLOOR PLAN
A- 8 FIFTH FLOOR PLAN

PARCEL4:
THE SOUTHERLY HALF OF LOT 28, ALL 29 AND THE NORTHERLY IS 15 FEET OF LOT 30 OF MILLER AND
HERRIOITS RESUBDIVISION, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 54 PAGE(S) 35, OF MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY
RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY.

A- 10 BUILDING SECTIONS
A- 11 BUILDING ELEVATIONS: NORTH & EAST
A- 12 BUILDING ELEVATIONS: SOlJTH & WEST
A- 13 GROUND FLOOR LANDSCAPE PLAN
A- 14 SECOND FLOOR LANDSCAPE PLAN

PARCELS:
THE SOUTH 35 FEET OF LOT 30 AND THE NORTHERLY ONE-HALF OF LOT 31 OF MILLER AND HERRIOITS
RESUBDIVISION , IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP
RECORDED IN BOOK 54 PAGES(S) 35, OF MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER
OF SAID COUNTY.

r------------------------------------------------------------------+---------------------------·---

BICYCLE PARKING REQUIREMENTS:
149 GUESTROOMS /20 = 7.5 BICYCLES
FOR RESTAURANT, CAFE, RESTAURANT, AND BANQUET:
9,600 SF I 2,000 SF = 4.8 BICYCLES
TOTAL NUMBER OF BICYCLES: 12.3 BICYCLES

A- 1 TITLE SHEET & DRAWING INDEX
T- 1 EXISTING LAND SURVEY & DEMOLITION PLAN

A- 9 ROOF PLAN
PARCEL3:
THE SOUTHERLY 112 OF LOT 27 AND THE NORTHERLY 112 OF LOT 28 OF MILLER AND HERRIOITS
RESUBDIVISION, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS COUNTY
RECORDED OF SAID COUNTY.

NET FLOOR AREA PER ZONING CODE:

3.

UNIT TYPES
A:. TYPICAL GUESTROOM UNIT (340 SF)
A(R): REVERSE OF UNIT A (340 SF)
B: JR.SUITE ROOM UNIT (390 SF)
B(R): REVERSE OF UNIT B (390 SF)
C: JR.SUITE ROOM UNIT (440 SF)
C(R): REVERSE OF UNIT C (440 SF)
SUITE1 : SUITE UNIT (895 SF)
SUITE2: SUITE UNIT (589 SF)
SUITE3: SUITE UNIT (612 SF)
SUITE4: SUITE UNIT (543 SF)

PARCEL MAP WITH EXISITING AND PROPOSED ZONING

VICINITY MAP (NOT TO SCALE)

~~ -- ]

TOTAL GROSS PROJECT AREA:
149,920 SF

TOTAL NUMBER OF BICYCLES REQUIRED: 24 BICYCLES
PARKING SPACE
•
•

12 SHORT TERM BICYCLE RACKS
12 LONG TERM BICYCLE RACKS
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OLYMPIA HOTEL
1700 W. OLYMPIC BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES, CA 9001S

DEVELOPER: CK HOPSPITALITY INC.
1801 WEST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES, CA 800ot!
TEL: (908)553-3014
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LOW MEDIUM RESIDENTIAL- RD1.5 ,2,3,4,5,RU ,RZ2.5 ,3,4,5

DATE: 07-23-2013
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MEDIUM RESIDENTIAL- R3
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HIGH MEDIUM RESIDENTIAL · R4
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HIGHWAY ORIENTED COMMERCIAL· C2, C1, CR. RAS3, RAS4, P
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LIMITED COMMERCIAL- C1, CR. RAS3, RAS4
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COMMUNITY COMMERCIAL- C4, C2, C1, CR. RAS3, RAS4, P, PB
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EXISTING ZONING

CASE NO.
DATE: 07- 23- 2013
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SUBJECT PROPERTY
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EXISTING LAND USES

CASE NO.
DATE: 07-23-2013
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1700-1710 W. OLYMPIC BLVD.
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